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Chapter 6 
 
Pragmatic Functions and Word Order 
 
 
 
 In the preceding chapters, we first surveyed the effectiveness of the 
Direct-Inverse system in freeing Cree word order from the necessity of strict, 
grammaticalized positions for semantic or syntactic functions. However, we 
then began to see that the lack of syntactic functions does not mean that 
word order is unimportant, and that a variety of semantic and syntactic word 
order restrictions are present. The current chapter will conclude this survey 
of important word order positioning within Plains Cree discourse, with a 
focus on pragmatic functions. As such, we will not only discuss several 
important pragmatically-motivated clausal positions, but will then also look 
at the function of extra-clausal positions preceding and following the clause 
proper. Extra-clausal positions have been characterized as serving important 
pragmatic functions, such as Theme and Tail in Functional Grammar (Dik 
1997b). In many ways, these extra-clausal constituents are similar to, or 
extensions of, clausal functions such as the variety of Topic types (e.g. New 
Topic, Resumed Topic, SubTopic, etc.), as well as Focus and Contrast (cf. 
Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008). Each of these functions will be introduced 
first within the discussion of pragmatically-motivated clausal word order. 
 
6.1  Clausal Constituents 
 
 Several clausal positions already discussed previously will also be 
important for pragmatic interpretation. The introduction of P2 constituents in 
the previous chapter crucially depends on the importance of the initial 
position (PI), and these two positions will now be  illustrated through a 
number of constructions which will point to the function of both Focus and 
Topic as essential factors in Cree word order. Furthermore, the syntactically 
important relative preverbal position (PM–1) will also be investigated for its 
potential to host arguments bearing particular pragmatic functions, as 
suggested by the frequent preverbal placement of arguments which are 
clearly not placed in PI. These positions will be treated in turn below. 
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6.1.1  PI 

 
 Perhaps the most well-known and strict word order positions in Cree are 
associated with yes-no question formation (cf. Edwards 1982:49-1,3; Ellis 
1983:29; Wolfart 1996:394-395; Okimāsis and Ratt 1999:16-17; etc.). Yes-
no or polar questions are most commonly characterized as requiring the most 
important word in initial position (PI) followed by the question particle cī in 
second position. Question formation, in turn, is most commonly associated 
cross-linguistically with Focus assignment, since the requested information 
in questions is what is in focus; in content questions, the interrogative 
proform is the new information that the speaker is requesting in order to fill 
a gap in his or her knowledge. However, Contrast can also be discerned in 
questions, and this will be important in the discussion of yes-no and content 
questions, as well as their structural similarities to other focus constructions. 
 
6.1.1.1  cī  Interrogatives 
 
 The element most commonly characterized as a second position element 
in Cree is the question particle cī which marks yes-no or polar 
interrogatives.88 The overwhelming number of examples found in 
introductory teaching texts illustrate the use of cī by converting simple 
declaratives, as in (1a), to interrogatives, as in (1b), often, just as in these 
examples, including only a single verb, or at least with the verb in initial 
position. 
 
 
(1) a) nōhtēhkatēw. 
  nōhtēhkatē -w 
  VAI 3s 
  be.hungry 
  “S/he is hungry” 
 
 b) nōhtēhkatēw cī. 
  nōhtēhkatē -w cī 
  VAI 3s Q 
  be.hungry 
  “Is s/he hungry?” 
 

                                                        
88 Dialectally, cī is the question particle in Plains Cree and shows some spread into 

neighbouring Woods Cree dialect areas. Elsewhere in the Cree dialect continuum, the 
question particle is nā. 
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When other elements are added, they frequently follow the questioned verb, 
as in (2). 
 
(2) kī-takosin cī otākosīhk? 
 kī- takosin -Ø  cī  otākosīhk 
 IPV VAI 3s Q IPT 
 PST arrive   yesterday 
 “Did s/he arrive yesterday?” 
 
With only examples of this type available, it would be possible to interpret 
question formation as inserting the question particle immediately following 
the verb in its regular clause-medial position. However, the crucial 
occurrence of examples such as (3a), and the ungrammaticality of (3b), at 
least illustrate that the question particle need not follow the verb and, in fact, 
cannot if the verb is not initial. 
 
 (3) a) otākosīhk cī kī-takosin? 
  otākosīhk  cī  kī- takosin -Ø 
  IPT Q IPV VAI 3s 
  yesterday  PST arrive 
  “Did s/he arrive yesterday?” 
 
 b) *otākosīhk kī-takosin cī? 
  “Arrive yesterday did s/he?” 
 
 In actual fact, a wide variety of single word elements can occur in initial 
position in yes-no questions, but cī must always follow the initial word. In 
addition to the verb in (2) and a temporal adverbial in (3a), the following 
examples illustrate the initial placement of locatives (4), first arguments (5), 
second arguments (6) and (7), third arguments (8), manner adverbials (9) and 
negation (10). This list is by no means exhaustive. 
 
(4) atāwēwikamikohk cī kiwī-itohtān? 
 atāwēwikamikw -ihk cī ki- wī- itohtē -n 
 NI LOC Q 2 IPV VAI 1/2 
 store    PRSP go.there 
 “Are you going to go to the store?” 
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(5) cān cī kī-pēsiwēw pahkwēsikana? 
 cān cī kī- pēsiw -ē -w pahkwēsikan -a 
 NA.3s Q IPV VTA DIR 3s NA 3’ 
 John  PST bring 3s-3’  bannock 
 “Did John bring bannock?” 
 
(6) pahkwēsikana cī kī-pēsiwēw cān? 
 pahkwēsikan -a cī kī- pēsiw -ē -w cān 
 NA 3’ Q IPV VTA DIR 3s NA.3s 
 bannock   PST bring 3s-3’  John 
 “Did John bring bannock?” 
 
 (7) kōhkominaw cī kikī-pētamawāw pahkwēsikana? 
 k- ohkom -inaw cī ki- kī- pētamaw -ā -w 
 2 NDA 21 Q 2 IPV VTA DIR 3s 
  grandmother    PST bring.for 2s-3s 
 

  pahkwēsikan -a  
  NA 3’  
  bannock 
 “Did you bring our grandmother some bannock?” 
 
 (8) pahkwēsikana cī kikī-pētamawāw kōhkominaw? 
 pahkwēsikan -a cī ki- kī- pētamaw -ā -w 
 NA 3’ Q 2 IPV VTA DIR 3s 
 bannock    PST bring.for 2s-3s 
 

  k- ohkom -inaw 
  2 NDA 21 
   grandmother 
 “Did you bring bannock for our grandmother?” 
 
  (9) nisihkāc cī kikī-pimipison? 
 nisihkāc cī ki- kī- pimipiso -n 
 IPC Q 2s IPV VAI 1/2 
 slowly   PST drive.along 
 “Did you drive slowly?” 
 
 (10) ēkā cī ē-kaskihtāt ta-atoskēt? 
 ēkā cī ē- kaskiht -ā -t ta- atoskē -t 
 IPC Q IPV VTI2 TH 3s IPV VAI 3s 
 NEG  CNJ be.able 3s-0’  CNJ work 
 “Is s/he not able to work?” 
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 Since these are all constituents which can occur preverbally, many having 
been shown previously to occur in PM–1, it might be possible to argue that 
these elements remain in situ in PM–1 marked by an encliticizing cī. Again, 
though, further examples illustrate that additional constituents can occur in 
preverbal position, but cī must follow only the first constituent. The example 
in (11) is a modification of (7) with both second and third arguments of the 
verb occurring preverbally, but only kōhkominaw in initial position marked 
by cī. 
 
(11) kōhkominaw cī pahkwēsikana kikī-pētamawāw? 
 k- ohkom -inaw cī pahkwēsikan -a 
 2 NDA 21 Q NA 3’ 
  grandmother   bannock    
 

  ki- kī- pētamaw -ā -w 
  2 IPV VTA DIR 3s 
   PST bring.for 2s-3s 
 “Did you bring some bannock for our grandmother?” 
 
The reverse order is also possible, as in (12), where the third argument is 
marked by cī in initial position. 
 
(12) pahkwēsikana cī kōhkominaw kikī-pētamawāw? 
 pahkwēsikan -a  cī k- ohkom -inaw 
 NA 3’ Q 2 NDA 21 
 bannock    grandmother 
 

  ki- kī- pētamaw -ā -w 
  2 IPV VTA DIR 3s  
   PST bring.for 2s-3s 
 “Did you bring our grandmother bannock?” 
 
The examples in (7), (8), (11), and (12) thus show four possible word orders 
with the initial element marked by cī given primary prominence or focus, but 
the second constituent in preverbal position (in (11) and (12)) also differs in 
emphasis in comparison to when it occurs postverbally. The status of the 
non-initial preverbal elements will be described below in section 6.1.2. The 
cī-marked element, however, is interpreted as the most important element in 
question.   
 In terms of the fact that these are yes-no questions, there is an element of 
contrast inherent in the question: does a particular state of affairs pertain or 
not? Negative questions make this explicit, but it is present in all questions 
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and contrast is even more evident when a specific element within a state of 
affairs is questioned, rather than the entire state of affairs. In (12), for 
instance, the question can be interpreted as asking for confirmation about the 
item (pahkwēsikan “bannock”) that was brought, either because it was 
previously understood that this was the item promised, or that there is some 
question of whether this is actually the item that was in fact brought, or 
simply in contrast to some other possible item (e.g. kinosēw “fish”). 
 Further exemplification of the importance of PI to question formation and 
interpretation are found in the variants in (13), all of which contain an 
intransitive verb, a single argument, a locative, and a temporal. In (13a), the 
question particle follows the verb and the question is interpreted as neutral or 
emphasizing the verbal action. 
 
(13) a) wī-nitawi-nikamow cī cān nētē wāpahki? 
  wī- nitawi- nikamo -w cī cān nētē wāpahki 
  IPV IPV VAI 3s Q NA.3s IPL IPT 
  PRSP go sing   John over.there tomorrow 
  “Is John going to go sing over there tomorrow?” 
 
 b) cān cī wāpahki wī-nitawi-nikamow nētē? 
  cān cī wāpahki wī- nitawi- nikamo -w nētē 
  NA.3s Q IPT IPV IPV VAI 3s IPL 
  John  tomorrow PRSP go sing  over.there 
  “Is John going to go sing over there tomorrow?” 
 
 c) wāpahki cī cān wī-nitawi-nikamow nētē? 
  wāpahki cī cān wī- nitawi- nikamo -w nētē 
  IPT Q NA.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s IPL 
  tomorrow  John PRSP go sing  over.there 
  “Is John going to go sing over there tomorrow?” 
 
 d) nētē cī wāpahki cān wī-nitawi-nikamow? 
  nētē cī wāpahki cān wī- nitawi- nikamo -w 
  IPL Q IPT NA.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s 
  over.there tomorrow John PRSP go sing 
  “Is John going to go sing over there tomorrow?” 
 
In (13b), the sole argument of the verb, cān “John”, is placed in PI and the 
emphasis is now on this constituent such that the identity of the one who is 
going to go sing over there tomorrow is in question (i.e. whether it is cān or 
not). In (13c), the temporal particle wāpahki “tomorrow” is marked by cī and 
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the time of John’s going to go sing over there is in question. Finally, in 
(13d), the locative nēte “over there” is marked by cī and it is the location that 
is being asked. 
 Since the important focussed element occurs in PI, the question particle cī 
has most often been characterized as a P2 element. In terms of the twin 
characterization of P2 offered in the preceding chapter, however, the cī must 
be interpreted as occurring in phrasal rather than clausal P2, encliticizing to 
the single word occurring in clause-initial position. This is evident in Ellis’ 
(1983:32-33) discussion of Moose Cree data, as illustrated in (14), but also 
confirmed for Plains Cree. In (14a), Ellis illustrates the frequent occurrence 
of clausal coordinators such as māka “but” in P2, as discussed in section 
5.3.1. In (14b), we find nā, the Moose Cree equivalent of Plains cī, in 
“second position” supposedly relegating māka to “third position” (Ellis 
1983:33).  
 
(14) a) mōla, nīla māka n’ka-kihtohtān. (Ellis 1983:32) 
  mōla nīla māka ni- ka- kihtohtē -n 
  IPC PR.1s IPC 1 IPV VAI 1/2 
  NEG  but  FUT go.away 
  “No, but I’ll be going.” 
 
 b) kīla nā māka ka-okimāwin ōta? (Ellis 1983:33) 
  kīla nā māka (ki)ka- okimāwi -n ōta 
  PR.2s Q IPC IPV VAI 1/2 IPL 
    but 2s.FUT be.boss  here 
  “but will YOU be manager here?”89 
 
The Plains Cree equivalent of (14b) given in (15) merely confirms the 
grammaticality of this construction for the dialect in question. 

 
(15) kiya cī māka ka-okimāwin ōta? 
 kiya cī māka (ki)ka- okimāwi -n ōta 
 PR.2s Q IPC IPV VAI 1/2 IPL 
   but 2s.FUT be.chief  here 
 “But will YOU be chief here?” 
 
 However, in contrast to Ellis’ explicit statement, māka is not relegated to 
third position in the current analysis. Instead, cī must be interpreted as a 
phrasal P2 encliticizing to the lone element in PI, while māka occurs as usual 
in clausal P2, as displayed graphically in (16). 

                                                        
 89 The emphasis on “YOU” is in Ellis’ original, suggesting again the idea of contrast.  
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(16) Clausal: PI  P2  ... 
  [[kiya cī]  [māka] [...]] 
 
 Phrasal: PI P2 ... 
  [kiya cī] 
  [māka] 
 
 The question particle is thus the interrogative equivalent of such phrasal 
P2 emphatic markers as oti and ani, discussed in section 5.3.1, and the 
focussing use of demonstratives discussed in section 5.3.2. These elements 
are mutually exclusive with the question particle, as illustrated in the 
following sentences. In (17a), example (137) from chapter 5 is repeated, 
while (17b) shows that converting this to a question requires the replacement 
of the focussing use of awa with cī. 
 
(17) a) mahihkan aw āwa. 
  mahihkan awa awa 
  NA.3s IPC PR.3s 
  wolf FOC this 
  “This here is a wolf.” / “This is a wolf here.” 
 
 b) mahihkan cī awa? 
  mahihkan cī awa 
  NA.3s Q PR.3s 
  wolf  this 
  “Is this a wolf?” / “Is this one here a wolf?” 
 
 c) *mahihkan cī aw āwa? 
  mahihkan cī awa awa 
  NA.3s Q IPC PR.3s 
  wolf  FOC this 
  “Is this one here a wolf?” 
 
When we try to include both the question particle and a focussing 
demonstrative, as in (17c), the result is ungrammatical. The same sequence is 
found in (18), where we first repeat example (138) from chapter 5 as (18a), 
then replace the focussing use of awa with cī (18b), and finally observe the 
ungrammatical result of trying to use both awa and cī in phrasal P2 position, 
encliticized to the element in PI. 
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(18) a) aw āw āwa. 
  awa awa awa 
  PR.3s IPC PR.3s 
  this FOC this 
  “This here is the one.” / “This is the one here.” 
 
 b) awa cī awa? 
  awa cī awa 
  PR.3s Q PR.3s 
  this              this 
  “Is this the one?” / “Is it this one here?” 
 
 c) *awa cī aw āwa? 
  awa cī awa awa 
  PR.3s Q IPC PR.3s 
  wolf  FOC this 
  “Is this one here the one?” 
 
 Thus, the yes-no question particle cī has the dual function of indicating 
the interrogative status of the clause and of marking a particular element as 
of primary importance to the question. As such, the cī-construction also has 
much in common with cleft-focus constructions, a topic we will return to 
following the next section in which we complete our survey of interrogatives 
by discussing content questions. 
 
6.1.1.2  Content Interrogatives 
 
 As common as has been the association of the question particle cī with 
second position, even more obvious is the initial placement (PI) of 
interrogative proforms. Whether the proform represents a participant (e.g. 
awīna “who”; kīkwāy “what”), an adverbial (e.g. tānispī “when”; tānitē 
“where”; tānisi “how”, tānēhki “why”, etc.), or a quantifier (e.g. tānitahto 
“how many”; tāniyikohk “how much”), the question word must occur in 
initial position, as illustrated in examples (19) through (25). 
 
(19) a) awīna ē-kī-pakamahosk? 
  awīna ē- kī- pakamahw -isk 
  PR.3s IPV IPV VTA INV 
  who CNJ PST hit 3s-2s 
  “Who hit you?” 
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 b) awīna ē-kī-pakamahwat? 
  awīna ē- kī- pakamahw -at 
  PR.3s IPV IPV VTA DIR 
  who CNJ PST hit 2s-3s 
  “Who did you hit?” 
 
(20) a) kīkwāy ē-kī-pakamiskākoyan? 
  kīkwāy ē- kī- pakamiskaw -iko -yan 
  PR.0s IPV IPV VTA InAct 2s 
  what CNJ PST strike 0-2s 
  “What struck you?” 
 
 b) kīkwāy ē-kī-pakamahaman? 
  kīkwāy ē- kī- pakamah -am -an 
  PR.0s IPV IPV VTI TH 2s 
  what CNJ PST hit 2s-0 
  “What did you hit?” 
 
(21) tānispī ē-wī-sipwēhtēyan? 
 tānispī ē- wī- sipwēhtē -yan 
 PT IPV IPV VAI 2s 
 when CNJ PRSP leave 
 “When are you going to leave?” 
 
(22) tānitē ē-kī-mētawēyan? 
 tānitē ē- kī- mētawē -yan 
 PL IPV IPV VAI 2s 
 where CNJ PST play 
 “Where did you play?” 
 
(23) tānisi kā-kī-isi-nikamoyan? 
 tānisi kā- kī- isi- nikamo -yan 
 IPC IPV IPV IPV VAI 2s 
 how CNJ PST thus sing 
 “How did you sing?” 
 
(24) tānēhki kā-kī-sipwēhtēt? 
 tānēhki kā- kī- sipwēhtē -t 
 IPC IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 why CNJ PST leave 
 “Why did s/he leave?” 
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(25) tānitahto (masinahikana) ē-kī-atāwēyan? 
 tānitahto (masinahikan -a) ē- kī- atāwē -yan 
 IPC (NI 0p) IPV IPV VTI3 2s 
 how.many (book     ) CNJ PST buy 
 “How many (books) did you buy?” 
 
In examples such as (25), the quantifier can stand alone or premodify a noun 
in a full noun phrase. The entire NP can occur in PI, or the noun can be 
separated from the quantifier and occur later in the structure, as in (26). This 
again illustrates the potentially discontinuous nature of noun phrases 
including quantifiers (see also section 5.1.2.2), and the placement in PI of 
only the information that is being emphasised or focussed. In (25), it is the 
number of books which is in question, most likely in contrast to the number 
of some other item(s), while in (26) the identity of the purchased items as 
books is not as important, and only the number is being questioned. Hence, 
the argument appears in neutral position in PM+1, as described in chapter 4, 
while the quantifier occurs in PI. 
 
(26) tānitahto ē-kī-atāwēyan masinahikana? 
 tānitahto ē- kī- atāwē -yan masinahikan -a 
 IPC IPV IPV VTI3 2s NI 0p 
 how.many CNJ PST buy  book 
 “How many books did you buy?” 
 
 The cross-linguistic placement of interrogative proforms (or “WH” 
constituents) in a special position (most commonly PI) has typically (in 
formal linguistic approaches such as Transformational Grammar) been 
characterized as the result of some sort of movement operation from more 
canonical clausal positions. In contrast, when interrogatives occur in the 
same clausal position as their non-interrogative counterparts, the strategy is 
known as “in situ”. Blain (1997) has analyzed Plains Cree interrogatives 
with respect to this typological difference, and concluded, based in part on 
the assumed “free word order”, that in situ interrogatives are not possible. 
The main point of agreement between the current analysis and Blain’s is 
based on the observation illustrated above that interrogative proforms are 
restricted to clause-initial position while their non-interrogative nominal and 
adverbial counterparts display variable word order (Blain 1997:85).   
 Another important observation that Blain (1997:88-90) makes is of the 
impermissability of “multiple-WH” constructions in Cree, supporting this 
with ungrammatical examples such as (27), adapted from Blain (1997:90). 
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(27) *awīna kā-itwēt kīkwāy? 
 awīna kā- itwē -t kīkwāy 
 PR.3s IPV VAI 3s PR.0’ 
 who  say.so  what 
 “Who said what?” 
 
The English equivalent that this example was modelled on shows a 
combination of the two strategies of fronting (“who”) and in situ (“what”), 
both of which are possible in English.90 In Cree, as we have already seen, no 
in situ structure is possible, only initial placement of the interrogative. Some 
languages, such as Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian, do permit multiple 
interrogatives in which two or more interrogative proforms occur in initial 
position, with variable or strict ordering of the interrogative elements 
(Tallerman 2005:223-224). Cree does not permit these structures either, 
since any attempt to include two interrogative proforms in a single question, 
as in (28), is judged unacceptable.91 
 
(28) *awīna kīkwāy kā-miskahk? 
 awīna kīkwāy kā- misk -ah -k 
 PR.3s PR.0’ IPV VTI1 TH 3s 
 who what CNJ find 3s-0’ 
 “Who found what?” 
 
It is clear, therefore, that Plains Cree interrogatives can only occupy PI and 
only one interrogative element can occupy PI or be present in a single clause. 
 Faced with the absence of in situ structures, it is interesting that Blain 
(1997:92) also concludes that neither is there any WH-Movement, but that 
interrogatives are base-generated in initial position. This agrees with the 
current analysis despite differences in the theoretical frameworks (i.e. 
formalist TG versus functionalist F(D)G). Most interesting is Blain’s 
(1997:91) conclusion that all Plains Cree content interrogatives are clefted. 
This is based both on the absence of multiple interrogative structures, as 
stated above, and on the occurrence of sets such as those in (29). 
 

                                                        
90 In this case, the “fronted” English interrogative who could actually also be interpreted 

as occurring in situ in its canonical subject position, but theory-internal constraints forbid this 
analysis in transformational approaches such as that taken by Blain (1997). 

91 A variant of this, with the non-interrogative indefinite pronominal kīkway “something” 
in place of the interrogative kīkwāy is, however, acceptable: awīna kīkway kā-miskahk “Who 
found something?”  In such an example, however, the interrogative is in PI, while the 
indefinite pronoun occurs in a later preverbal position (see section 6.1.2). 
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(29) a) awīna ē-kitohcikēt? 
  awīna ē- kitohcikē -t 
  PR.3s IPV VAI 3s 
  who CNJ play.music 
  “Who is playing music?” 
 
 b) awīna ana kā-kitohcikēt? 
  awīna ana kā- kitohcikē -t 
  PR.3s PR.3s IPV VAI 3s 
  who that CNJ play.music 
  “Who is it that is playing music?” / “Who is that who is playing 

music?” 
 
 c) awīna ana? 
  awīna ana 
  PR.3s PR.3s 
  who that 
  “Who is that?” 
 
In (29c), we have an identificational or equational structure, much as 
described in section 5.3.2, of the interrogative awīna “who” and a 
demonstrative pronoun ana “that”. In light of this structure, the example in 
(29b) can clearly be analyzed as a cleft structure, adding as it does a verb in 
the form of a relative clause, kā-kitohcikēt “(one) who plays music”, with the 
verb in the conjunct mode marked by the complementizer kā-. Just as, if not 
more, common in the formation of Plains Cree questions, however, are 
structures such as those in (29a) where no demonstrative pronoun occurs to 
act as the head of the Conjunct Order verb. Blain (1997:100) extends the 
analysis of cleft structures such as (29b) to the more basic interrogative 
structure in (29a), arguing that even in the apparent absence of a 
demonstrative, a null pronoun is nevertheless present as subject of the 
predicational structure clefting the interrogative and preceding the 
subordinate verb (in Conjunct form).92 
 With regard to cleft interrogative structures like (29b), then, the clefted 
element is placed in PI and focussed by the demonstrative in P2 (which is all 
that is, in fact, present in (29c)) with the entirety of the comment clause, 

                                                        
92 The Conjunct Order is not absolutely obligatory in content questions, though it is 

overwhelmingly favoured. Blain (1997) discusses examples of Independent Order verbs in 
content questions but concedes that further research is required. The rarity of such examples 
in both texts and in the use of those consulted in my own work forces me to further defer 
work on the Independent Order in content questions. 
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regardless of its complexity, placed in PM. In (29b), only the verb appears in 
PM, such that the structure in (30a) appears identical to a regular single 
clause structure, displayed in terms of the clause structure template as in 
(30b). 
 
(30) a) [PI  P2 [ PM   ]] 
  [awīna  ana [ PM   ]]? 
    [  kā-kitohcikēt  ] 
 
 b) [PI  P2 PM  ] 
  [awīna  ana kā-kitohcikēt  ]? 
 
However, more complex clauses can appear as the PM comment of a cleft 
focus structure, as in (31). Here, the clefted interrogative precedes an entire 
clause with temporal, second argument, and locative elements preceding the 
verb. As suggested in Chapter 4, temporals can occur initially in the absence 
of any other topical material and, as shown in Chapter 5, locatives are one of 
the constituents that frequently occur in PM–1 immediately preceding the 
verb. This leaves only the precise position of the second argument (to be 
discussed below in section 6.1.2) in question, but it is intermediate between 
these other preverbal elements. 
 
(31) awīnih ānihi otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk kā-kī-wāpamikot? 
 awīnihi anihi otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk 
 PR.3’ PR.3’ IPT NA.3s IPL 
 who that yesterday John Saskatoon  
 
  kā- kī- wāpam -iko -t 
  IPV IPV VTA INV 3s 
  CNJ PST see 3’-3s 
 “Who was it that saw John in Saskatoon yesterday?” 
 
This would yield a clausal word order template as in (32), suggesting that 
Blain’s analysis of clefting is correct and that (31a) is the more appropriate 
template for clefted interrogatives in which the verb is introduced by the 
complementizer kā-. 
 
(32) [PI P2 [  PM  ]] 
 [awīnihi  anihi [PI P? PM–1 PM ]] 
   [otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk kā-kī-wāpamikot ] 
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If we follow Blain’s (1997) analysis further, examples like the earlier (29a), 
repeated as (33), (in which the interrogative lacks an overt clefting 
demonstrative and the verbal complementizer is ē- rather than kā-), would 
have to be analyzed as in (34a), with no instantiation of any P2 element, and 
the reiteration of an entire clausal structure in PM rather than merely the 
verb.93 
 
(33) awīna ē-kitohcikēt? 
 awīna ē- kitohcikē -t 
 PR.3s IPV VAI 3s 
 who CNJ play.music 
 “Who is playing music?” 
 
(34) a) [PI  (P2) [        PM ]] 
  [awīna  Ø [        PM ]]? 
    [  ē-kitohcikēt ] 
 

 b) [PI PM ] 
  [awīna ē-kitohcikēt  ]? 
 
(34b) does provide a more systematic analysis for Conjunct Order verbs in 
general as subordinate clauses. However, it also gives an identical surface 
result to the simpler analysis in (34b) which merely treats the verb as a verb 
in PM and avoids the inclusion of P2, empty or otherwise. Unless stronger 
evidence is available, the simpler analysis is to be preferred. This will also 
be revisited in section 6.1.1.3 below. 
 Just as we saw when comparing examples (29b) and (31), however, the 
elements following the interrogative can be considerably more complex, as 
in (35a) below. Here it does appear that an entire clause, complete with 
preverbal constituents, can follow the interrogative. While a clefting 
demonstrative is not permitted in P2 when the complementizer is ē-, as 
shown by the ungrammaticality of (35b), other P2 elements, such as the 
inverted coordinator māka “but” in (35c), are permissable. 
 

(35) a) awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk? 
  awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē- kī- wāpam -isk 
  PR.3s IPT IPL IPV IPV VTA INV 
  who yesterday Saskatoon CNJ PST see 3s-2s 
  “Who saw you yesterday in Saskatoon?” 

                                                        
93 In fact, this is yet a further reiteration of clausal structure, since it is likely, as has been 

argued in the recent literature, that the Cree verb represents an entire polysynthetic clause 
unto itself (cf. Blain 1997, Déchaine 1999, Mühlbauer 2005). 
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 b) *awīna ana otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk? 
  awīna ana otākosīhk mīnisihk ē- kī- wāpam -isk 
  PR.3s PR.3s IPT IPL IPV IPV VTA INV 
  who that yesterday Saskatoon CNJ PST see 3s-2s 
  “Who saw you yesterday in Saskatoon?” 
 
 c) awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk? 
  awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē- kī- wāpam -isk 
  PR.3s IPC IPT IPL IPV IPV VTA INV 
  who but yesterday Saskatoon CNJ PST see 3s-2s 
  “But who saw you yesterday in Saskatoon?” 
 
A structure as in (35c) might again suggest an analysis along the lines of 
Blain’s clefting, which would call for the template in (36), mirroring the one 
already given in (32) above. 
 
(36) [PI P2 [   PM   ]] 
 [awīna māka [PI  PM–1  PM  ]]? 
   [otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ] 
 
 However, an alternative is still possible, if the temporal particle has 
simply been displaced out of PI and P2 by the focussed interrogative and the 
inverted coordinator serving to mark the focussed element. In such a case, 
the question in (35c) would have the single clause analysis in (37). 
 
(37) [PI P2 P2+1  PM–1  PM  ] 
 [awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ]? 
 
Though (37) might appear simpler than (36), the placement of a temporal 
particle in the proposed P2+1 position is problematical if no P2 element 
occurs, as in (35a). Blain’s clefting analysis would translate to the template 
in (38a), while the single clause analysis would require the temporal particle 
to otherwise exceptionally occur in P2, as in (38b). 
 
(38) a) [PI P2 [ PM ]] 
  [awīna - [PI PM–1 PM ]]? 
    [otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ] 
 
 b) [PI P2 PM–1  PM ] 
  [awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ]? 
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(38a) may seem desirable from the standpoint of the parallelism of equating 
both kā- and ē- conjunct verbs with clefting in interrogatives. However, 
while speakers do frequently translate kā- constructions with English clefts, 
the same is not true of ē- constructions, thus complicating a parallel analysis. 
Also, (38a) is theoretically undesirable from the standpoint that P2 is 
required but phonologically null, providing further complications to be 
explored below. Conversely, (39b) is also problematical since the temporal 
particle does not share the function of any other particle otherwise associated 
with P2. Yet another option might be to suggest that the temporal can simply 
be displaced from PI to PI+1, rather than P2, but this ignores the importance of 
the otherwise attested P2 just when it is inconvenient. Thus, it is difficult to 
account fully for the differences and similarities of interrogatives with ē- and 
kā- complementizers respectively. The feature that they most certainly do 
share is that the interrogative proform occurs in PI with the function of 
Focus. Whether the presence of a Focus constituent in PI always requires a 
cleft structure must remain an open question. It is, however, certain, that 
cleft structures are not restricted to interrogatives. 
 
6.1.1.3  Non-Interrogative Cleft-Focus 
 
 Just as the identificational/existential structures discussed in section 5.3.2 
had interrogative counterparts detailed above (see example (29c)), the 
interrogative cleft-focus structure first exemplified in (29b) and repeated 
here as (39a) is matched by a declarative counterpart, in (39b). 
 
(39) a) awīna ana kā-kitohcikēt? 
  awīna ana kā- kitohcikē -t 
  PR.3s PR.3s IPV VAI 3s 
  who that CNJ play.music 
  “Who is it that is playing music?” / “Who is that who is playing 

music?” 
 

 b) nikosis ana kā-kitohcikēt. 
  ni- kosis ana kā- kitohcikē -t 
  1 NDA PR.3s IPV VAI 3s 
   son that CNJ play.music 
  “That is my son who is playing music.” 
 
Although (39b) is not likely to be an answer to (39a) in any place other than 
a Cree grammar instructional booklet, there are nevertheless contexts in 
which (39b) would be a natural utterance. One possible context volunteered 
by an informant would be in response to a less detailed question such as 
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awīniki aniki? (“who are those?”) in reference to a group of performers. 
(39b) would then be an acceptable response, singling out one of the 
performers of particular interest to the speaker. As such, the cleft structure 
provides contrastive focus on one of a number of possible referents. Just as 
with the interrogative structure in (39a), the focus element appears in PI, 
followed by a demonstrative pronoun in P2, while the complement, whether 
a verb alone as in (39b) or a more complex clause as in (40), follows in PM. 
 
(40) nikosis ana otākosīhk mīnisihk kā-kī-kitohcikēt. 
 ni- kosis ana otākosīhk mīnisihk 
 1 NDA PR.3s IPT IPL 
  son that yesterday Saskatoon 
 

  kā- kī- kitohcikē -t 
  IPV IPV VAI 3s 
  CNJ PST play.music 
 “That is my son who was playing music yesterday in Saskatoon.” 
 
Thus, the interrogative and declarative cleft structures appear entirely 
parallel. 
 In addition to nouns, another common element found in cleft structures is 
one of the resumptive pronouns and proforms already introduced in section 
5.3.2. Example (41) illustrates the use of the resumptive pronoun ēwako 
“that aforementioned one” in a cleft construction. 
 
(41) ēwakw āna kā-kī-kitohcikēt. 
 ēwako ana kā- kī- kitohcikē -t 
 PR.3s PR.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 that that CNJ PST play.music 
 “That’s the one who was playing music.” 
 
This example differs from example (143) from Chapter 5 in two important 
ways. First, the complementizer present here is kā- rather than ē-. Second, 
the demonstrative pronoun following ēwako is not analyzed as a focus 
particle, but as a full pronoun and head of the relative clause. It is neverless 
possible to add an additional focussing use of ana, as in (42). 
 
(42) ēwakw ān āna kā-kī-kitohcikēt. 
 ēwako ana ana kā- kī- kitohcikē -t 
 PR.3s IPC PR.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 that FOC that CNJ PST play.music 
 “That’s the one there who was playing music.” 
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In each case, we have a cleft structure with the demonstrative pronoun ana 
preceding a conjunct verb with the complementizer kā-. In contrast, we can 
also find examples such as (43) in which the complementizer present is ē-. 
 
(43) ēwakw āna ē-kī-kitohcikēt. 
 ēwako ana ē- kī- kitohcikē -t 
 PR.3s IPC IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 that FOC CNJ PST play.music 
 “That one there was playing music.” 
  
Crucially, the occurrence of ana in (43), in contrast to (41), must be 
interpreted as the focus particle, rather than the demonstrative, and the cleft 
structure is less certain. This doubt may be reinforced by the awkwardness or 
complete unacceptability of the example in (44), in comparison to (42).94 
 
(44) ?/* ēwakw ān āna ē-kī-kitohcikēt. 
 ēwako ana ana ē- kī- kitohcikē -t 
 PR.3s IPC PR.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 that FOC that CNJ PST play.music 
 “That’s the one there that was playing music.” 
 
 The grammatical cleft examples, (41) and (42), are particularly 
interesting since the cleft element is a topical resumptive pronoun, 
suggesting that ēwako bears both topic and focus function. In fact, it may be 
more accurate to describe the majority of the clefts examined thus far as 
bearing contrastive focus, while the ēwako clefts can be described as 
contrastive topics. This would indicate that both focus and topic are 
candidates for PI, as long as they are contrastive. 
 
6.1.1.4  Topic 
 
 Similar structures containing a variety of resumptive proforms in PI were 
already introduced to highlight the role of P2 in Chapter 5. In addition to the 
argument ēwako, other proforms introduced at that time included those 
representing manner (ēkosi “thus”; (45)), location (ēkota “there”, ēkotē “over 
there”; (46)), and time (ēkospīhk “at that time”; (47)). 
 

                                                        
94 However, the unacceptability here of ē- in place of kā- may have as much to do with the 

definiteness of the referent of ēwako as the absolute need for kā- in cleft structures, and this 
may be indicated by the subsequent review of other resumptive proforms first seen in 
Chapters 4 and 5 (see section 6.1.1.4). 
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(45) …, ēkos ānim āniki ē-kī-itāpatisicik. 
 ēkosi anima aniki ē- kī- itāpatisi -cik 
 IPC IPC PR.3p IPV IPV VAI 3p 
 thus FOC those CNJ PST be.useful.so 
 “..., it was thus that they were used/useful.” 
 
(46) …, ēkota anima ē-kī-ohci-pimātisit. [HP4:62] 
 ēkota anima ē- kī- ohci- pimātisi -t 
 PL IPC IPV IPV IPV VAI 3s 
 there FOC CNJ PST from live 
 “..., and that was their source of life.” 
 [i.e. “it was from there that they lived.”] 
 
(47) ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē ē-kī-itisahokawiyān. 
 ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē 
 PT IPC PR.1s PL 
 at.that.time FOC  over.there 
 

  ē- kī- itisahw -ikawi -yān 
  IPV IPV VTA XAct 1s 
  CNJ PST send.there (X-)1s 
 “I, too was sent there at the time.” 
 [i.e. “it was at that time that I, too was sent over there.”] 
 
In these cases, unlike with the pronoun ēwako, the ē- conjunct 
complementizer appears to be permissable or even preferred in clefting. 
Additionally, in examples (45) and (47), we also find preverbal arguments 
that are not in the clefted initial position. These follow the pattern first 
observed in Chapter 4 where a topical element appears to precede a focal 
element. Example (10) from Chapter 4 is repeated here as (48) to illustrate 
another such example of this order and in this case, despite the translation, 
clefting does not occur in the Cree structure. 
 
(48) …, “ēwako kiya ka-tōtēn anohc kā-kīsikāk!”  [HP4:20] 
 ēwako kiya ka- tōt  -ē -n anohc kā- kīsikā -k 
 DEM.0s PR.2s IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 IPT IPV VII 0s 
 that you 2.FUT do 2s-0  now CNJ be.day 
 “…, ‘This is what you will do today.’” 
 
 In this example, ēwako in PI reinforces the topic which in this case is the 
daily instructions which an elder has just outlined. The second person 
pronoun which follows is used contrastively to emphasize that it is this 
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particular addressee’s duties that are being referred to, and no-one else’s. 
Thus, both topic and focus are occurring preverbally, and topic has taken 
precedence for occurrence in PI. The position of the contrastive element is 
still in question, since it can be interpreted as having been displaced into 
second position (P2) or perhaps even PI+1 (in a structure devoid of P2), or 
conversely it may be one of the elements which occurs in preverbal position 
(PM–1, PM–n) as originally entertained in Chapter 5, section 5.1.2. Testing 
several permutations of (48) may help us reach some additional conclusions 
concerning the interaction of topic and focus, and the constituent order 
involved. 
 In (48), as mentioned, resumptive-topical and contrastive-focal 
constituents precede the verb in a non-cleft (or presumably straightforward) 
declarative construction. Additionally, a temporal particle is added in PF (see 
Chapter 4). The following examples alter the order of these three elements 
with respect to the clause medial position (PM) of the verb. In (49), the same 
basic order of topic and focus is maintained, but the temporal particle is 
allowed between them, such that all three elements are preverbal. 
 
(49) ēwako anohc kiya ka-tōtēn. 
 ēwako anohc kiya ka- tōt  -ē -n 
 DEM.0s IPT PR.2s IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 
 that today you 2.FUT do 2s-0 
 “This is what you will do today.” 
 
 As indicated earlier, temporal particles appear very frequently in PI in the 
absence of other topical material, but temporal particles do themselves 
express a changed topical setting. This function appears to allow it to have 
access to PI. Although a topical argument may still take precedence over 
temporal expressions for this position, temporal expressions in turn appear to 
outrank focal expressions in declarative constructions. If the word order is 
altered in order to attempt to put the contrastive-focal use of the pronoun 
kiya first, the order is judged odd or unacceptable, as in (50a), unless the 
pronoun is offset from the clause, as in (50b). In this case, kiya can no longer 
be interpreted as representing contrastive focus, but is instead used like an 
attention-getting vocative (see section 6.2.1.2.2.1 below) in pre-clausal 
position. 
 

(50) a) ?/*kiya ēwako (anohc) ka-tōtēn. 
  kiya ēwako anohc ka- tōt  -ē -n 
  PR.2s DEM.0s IPT IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 
  you that today 2.FUT do 2s-0 
  “This is what you will do (today).” 
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 b) kiya, ēwako (anohc) ka-tōtēn. 
  kiya ēwako anohc ka- tōt  -ē -n 
  PR.2s DEM.0s IPT IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 
  you that today 2.FUT do 2s-0 
  “You, you’ll do this (today).” 
 
 Thus, we find that topic (either resumed or contrastive), topical temporal 
setting and (contrastive) focus can all appear preverbally, and all, under the 
right circumstances, have access to PI. If all three do occur preverbally, it 
appears that a resumptive or contrastive topic takes precedence for PI, 
followed by a temporal and then a focal element. The further textual 
example (51) reinforces this ordering. Here we have one of the exceptionally 
few times that the antecedent of a quotative verb - this time represented by 
the resumptive proform ēkoyikohk “that much” - does not occur in 
immediately preverbal position (see section 5.1.1.1). Instead, it has taken 
precedence for placement in PI, with the temporal pitamā “for now” and the 
additive-focal pronoun phrase mīna nīsta “and me as well” following but 
still preceding the verb. 
 
(51) ēkoyikohk pitamā mīna nīsta nik-ētwān. [HP2:87] 
 ēkoyikohk pitamā mīna nīsta ni- ka- itwē -n 
 IPC IPT IPC PR.1s 1 IPV VAI 1/2 
 that.much for.now also   FUT say.so 
 “This much I, too, will say for now.” 
 
 Since both the resumptive proform and temporal particle represent topical 
material, we might expect them both to outrank the focal element for 
placement in PI. However, we might also expect some conflict of order 
among the two topical elements. The examples we have seen thus far have 
the temporal particle displaced in favour of contrastive (40) and resumptive 
(48) topical elements. However, rare examples exist which suggest that the 
temporal can also claim PI and in turn displace at least some topical 
elements. 
 In (52), the temporal anohc “today” occurs before a resumptive topic 
phrase kahkiyaw ēwako anima “all of those things”. Here, the particle ēkwa 
either forms a temporal phrase with anohc in PI or occurs in P2. The latter 
interpretation is preferred, since the temporal is clearly here functioning as a 
contrastive topic. At this stage of the text, anohc represents a new temporal 
setting in contrast to the time period of the immediately preceding discourse. 
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(52) anohc ēkwa kahkiyaw ēwako anima māci-pīkonikātēw, ... [HP2:65] 
 anohc ēkwa kahkiyaw ēwako anima māci- pīkonikātē -w 
 IPT IPC QNT PR.0s PR.0s IPV VII 0s 
 today and/now all that that start be.broken 
 “Today all that is beginning to break down, ...” 
 
Given the importance of contrastiveness seen earlier in both cleft and 
interrogative structures, this truly seems to be an important consideration for 
placement in PI, whether we have contrastive focus or contrastive topic. 
 It is perhaps possible to extend this contrastive analysis to the temporal in 
the next example as well, though here it is certainly less obvious and perhaps 
better treated merely as emphatic. In (53), the temporal āsay “already” 
occurs before the resumptive locative ēkota “there”, both of which precede 
the additive-focal wīstawāw “they, too”, all preverbally. 
 
(53) āsay ēkota wīstawāw ē-kī-miyikowisicik anima maskihkiy ... [HP4:37] 
 āsay ēkota wīstawāw ē- kī- miyikowisi -cik 
 IPT PL PR.3p IPV IPV VTI3 3p(-0’) 
 already there  CNJ PST be.given.by.powers 
 

  anima maskihkiy 
  DEM.0’s NI.0’s 
  that medicine 
 “..., but they themselves had already been granted medicine ...” 

 
Here, contrast occurs in the focal pronoun wīstawāw, but topicality, whether 
involving contrast or not, takes precedence for PI. This suggests yet a further 
refinement, with topic taking precedence over focus in declaratives, the 
reverse in interrogatives, and the presence of contrast helping to determine PI 
placement in the case of competing elements. Once PI has been decided on, 
however, we still have an open question regarding the exact position of 
topical and focal elements which are not in PI, but which nevertheless occur 
preverbally. 
 
6.1.2 PI+1, P2+1 and PM–1 

 
 In attempting to determine the best analysis of preverbal constituents 
occurring between PI and the verb in PM, we have essentially two main 
possibilities. First, the arguments might be positioned relative to the verb in 
PM and thus be displaced leftward to occur in PM–1, PM–2, etc. Second, such 
arguments might be positioned relative to PI and thus be displaced rightward. 
In the second case, a further complication is introduced when we take into 
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account the importance of clause-second position (P2). In languages which 
do not utilize P2, displacement out of PI is straightforward into PI+1, PI+2, etc. 
In contrast, for languages that do utilize P2 as a special clausal position, we 
would expect that displacement after PI and P2 would require such positions 
as P2+1, P2+2, etc. Each of these possibilities must be considered for preverbal 
elements which occupy neither PI nor P2. 
 
6.1.2.1  PM–1 Dismissed 
 
 In Chapter 5, the importance of immediately preverbal position (PM–1) 
was established for Plains Cree and found to contain oblique arguments or 
modifiers of the verb. At that time, it was suggested that in addition to 
oblique arguments, perhaps preverbal arguments might also be competing 
for placement in PM–1. Dahlstrom (1991:76) had suggested that floating 
quantifiers in particular occurred in immediately preverbal position, and 
examples like (54) with the floating quantifier kahkiyaw, and (55) with the 
full argument kahkiyaw ēkoni ōhi “all of those”, both of which were cited in 
Chapter 5, would seem to illustrate the possibility that such elements can 
occur in PM–1. 
 
(54) anohc kā-kīsikāk ēkwa kahkiyaw pīkopayin ēwako anima. 
 [HP2:83-84] 
 anohc kā- kīsikā -k ēkwa kahkiyaw pīkopayin -Ø 
 IPT IPV VII 0s IPC QNT VII 0s 
 now CNJ be.day  and.now all be.broken 
 
  ēwako anima 
  PR.0s PR.0s 
  that that 
 “Today all this is shattered.” 
 
(55) …, ēkosi ēkwa kahkiyaw ēkoni ōhi ta-tāpwēhtamēk, … [HP4:108] 
 ēkosi ēkwa kahkiyaw ēkoni ōhi 
 IPC IPC QNT PR.0p PR.0p 
 thus and.now all those these 
 
  ta- tāpwēht -am -ēk 
  IPV VTI1 TH 2p 
  CNJ believe 2p-0 
 “…, now you have to believe all these things, …” 
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 However, additional examples show that when modifiers or oblique 
arguments occur, these elements take precedence over core arguments for 
PM–1. In (56), the resumptive topic ēwako anima “that aforementioned” 
precedes mistahi “much; a lot”, but follows the PI constituent nama kīkway 
“nothing; none” and the P2 occurrence of ēkwa “and now”. This example is 
even further complicated by the fact that ēkwa in P2 is actually interrupting 
the full discontinuous constituent nama kīkway ēwako anima “none of that 
aforementioned”. This means that the contrastive part of this constituent, 
nama kīkway, has been placed in PI, while the resumptive part has been 
separated and placed in a different clausal position. 
 
(56) nama kīkway ēkwa ēwako anima mistahi at-īhtakon, ... [HP2:29] 
 nama kīkway ēkwa ēwako anima 
 IPC PR.0s IPC PR.0s PR.0s 
 NEG something and.now that that 
 
  mistahi ati- ihtakon -Ø 
  IPC IPV VII 0s 
  much progress exist 
 “..., there is almost none of that anymore, ...” 
 
 The next two examples include two different types of locatives. In (57), 
the oblique misiwē “all over” occurs in PM–1 and the focal argument 
kēhtē-ayak “elders” precedes this. 
 
(57) ēkosi anima kēhtē-ayak misiwē ē-kī-pēhtākosicik ... [HP3:42] 
 ēkosi anima kēhtē-ay -ak misiwē 
 IPC PR.0s NA 3p IPL 
 so that elder  all.over 
 
  ē- kī- pēhtākosi -cik 
  IPV IPV VAI 3p 
  CNJ PST be.heard 
 “..., so it was with the elders who could be heard all over ...” 
 
In (58), the resumptive locative ēkotē “over there” (which might otherwise 
have occurred in PI) is in PM–1, as usual for the oblique argument of a relative 
root verb (see section 5.1.1), in this case, the unspecified actor form of the 
VTA itisahw- “send s.o. there”. The resumptive temporal particle, ēkospīhk 
“at that time” occupies PI with the demonstrative anima in P2, leaving the 
additive-focal pronoun nīsta “me, too” intermediate. 
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(58) ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē ē-kī-itisahokawiyān. 
 ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē 
 PT IPC PR.1s PL 
 at.that.time FOC  over.there 
 
  ē- kī- itisahw -ikawi -yān 
  IPV IPV VTA XAct 1s 
  CNJ PST send.there (X-)1s 
 “I, too was sent there at the time.” 
 [i.e. “it was at that time that I, too was sent over there.”] 
 
 In each of these examples, since PM–1 is occupied by a verbal modifier or 
oblique argument, we would have to consider PM–2 as the position into which 
the focal arguments have been placed. However, this is theoretically 
problematical as it suggests that pragmatically-defined constituents are 
competing for a clausal position (PM–1) with semantically or syntactically-
defined constituents, and losing out, to be displaced into PM–2. 
 Within Functional Discourse Grammar, placement rules linked to the 
pragmatically-defined Interpersonal Level would be expected to take 
precedence over constituents defined semantically or morphosyntactically 
(Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008:334). PI seems to be exclusively the 
domain of pragmatic information (e.g. contrast, topic, focus) so it cannot 
help us here. The only other clausal position that we have encountered in 
Cree which appears to allow for a choice of such a variety of constituents is 
final position, PF. Recall from Chapter 4 that we concluded PF was the 
normal position for postverbal locative or temporal modifiers, but also that it 
might well admit arguments if these were receiving some additional 
pragmatic interpretation as topical. Hence, in competition for PF, pragmatic 
information takes precedence, as we might expect. However, examples (56) 
through (58) and many other textual examples show the exact opposite 
choice for immediate preverbal position, counter to expectation. Thus, we 
must conclude that pragmatic material such as the focal elements in the 
examples above, cannot be competing for PM–1, and must therefore occur in 
or relative to another clausal position. 
 
6.1.2.2  PI+1 versus P2+1 

 
 The obvious candidate for the main position for all preverbal pragmatic 
material is PI, as we have already seen that topical, focal and particularly 
contrastive material can all occur clause-initially. For this position, a number 
of pragmatically-defined constituents can compete, with one taking 
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precedence in PI and others having to occur in PI+1, PI+2, etc. as needed. 
Several examples already seen earlier would fit such a template. Example 
(48) is repeated here as (59), with the resumptive topic ēwako in PI and the 
contrastive focal kiya in PI+1. 
 
(59) …, “ēwako kiya ka-tōtēn anohc kā-kīsikāk!”  [HP4:20] 
 ēwako kiya ka- tōt  -ē -n anohc kā- kīsikā -k 
 DEM.0s PR.2s IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 IPT IPV VII 0s 
 that you 2.FUT do 2s-0  now CNJ be.day 
 “…, ‘This is what you will do today.’” 
 
Furthermore, a modification of this example, first given in (49) and repeated 
here as (60), has three constituents competing for initial position. In this 
case, ēwako retains PI, while the temporal anohc occurs next in PI+1 and 
contrastive kiya occurs next in PI+2. 
 
(60) ēwako anohc kiya ka-tōtēn. 
 ēwako anohc kiya ka- tōt  -ē -n 
 DEM.0s IPT PR.2s IPV VTI1 TH 1/2 
 that today you 2.FUT do 2s-0 
 “This is what you will do today.” 
 
 Some interrogatives would also fit this structure. The yes-no question of 
example (11) is repeated here as (61), and similar examples can be found in 
(13b-d) above. In (61), kōhkominaw occurs in PI where it is marked by the 
enclitic question particle cī, and pahkwēsikana must then occur in PI+1. 
 
(61) kōhkominaw cī pahkwēsikana kikī-pētamawāw? 
 k- ohkom -inaw cī pahkwēsikan -a 
 2 NDA 21 Q NA 3’ 
 grandmother   bannock 
 
  ki- kī- pētamaw -ā -w 
  2 IPV VTA DIR 3s 
   PST bring.for 2s-3s 
 “Did you bring some bannock for our grandmother?” 
 
The content interrogative first given in (35a) and repeated here as (62) might 
also fit this pattern, with the interrogative pronoun awīna in PI, and the 
temporal particle otākosīhk in PI+1 (while the locative mīnisihk  is in PM–1). 
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(62) awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk? 
 awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē- kī- wāpam -isk 
 PR.3s IPT IPL IPV IPV VTA INV 
 who yesterday Saskatoon CNJ PST see 3s-2s 
 “Who saw you yesterday in Saskatoon?” 
 
This last example, however, returns us to a problem we encountered at the 
end of section 6.1.1.2. The template just suggested is given here in (63a), but 
it was first analyzed in (38b) somewhat differently, and this earlier analysis 
is repeated in (63b) for comparison. 
 
(63) a) [PI PI+1 PM–1 PM ] 
  [awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ]? 
 
 b) [PI P2 PM–1 PM ] 
  [awīna otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ]? 
 
These are identical except that (63b) has P2 in place of PI+1 in recognition of 
the important place that the second position plays in certain Cree structures, 
as seen particularly in sections 5.3 and 6.1.1. The problem of choosing 
between these two possible templates involves both the apparently optional 
nature of a P2 element in Plains Cree and the typical constituency of P2 when 
it does occur.  
 In the latter case, we have seen that only a limited number of function 
words, such as demonstratives with a focusing function (e.g. in clefts) and 
“inverted” coordinators and subordinators, are commonly placed in P2.95 In 
(63b), the suggestion is that a topical, lexical temporal particle is suddenly 
occurring in the functional P2 slot. This despite the fact that temporals can 
otherwise occur quite commonly in PI and can themselves be focused by a P2 
element, such as ōma in (64), repeated from (113a) in section 5.2.2. 
 
(64) … kēyāpic ōma ka-wāpamināwāw ta-pimi-nistōskwēwēyān ōma, ... 
 [HP6:84-85] 
 kēyāpic ōma ka- wāpam -i -nāwāw 
 IPT IPC IPV VTA DIR 2p 
 still FOC 2.FUT see 2p-1s 
 

                                                        
95 In fact, the vast majority of such elements are also fairly constrained phonologically, 

being limited in most cases to two syllables with only a few exceptional one- or three-syllable 
elements. There is a possibility that filling P2 allows for PI and P2 together to form an 
intonational unit. 
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  ta- pimi- nistōskwēwē -yān ōma 
  IPV IPV VAI 1s IPC 
  CNJ along have.three.wives  FOC 
 “…, you will see me with my three wives yet, …” 
 
The template in (63a) thus gets around this problem by placing the temporal 
from example (62) in PI+1 instead of P2, having been displaced by the 
competing focal interrogative pronoun awīna. However, this is only possible 
if no P2 element is present or recognized. In contrast, many other examples 
do include a P2. Again, we can repeat earlier examples, such as the cleft 
interrogative of (35c), repeated here as (65), which differs from (62) only in 
the addition of the coordinator māka in P2. 
 
(65) awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk? 
 awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē- kī- wāpam -isk 
 PR.3s IPC IPT IPL IPV IPV VTA INV 
 who but yesterday Saskatoon CNJ PST see 3s-2s 
 “But who saw you yesterday in Saskatoon?” 
 
With a P2 element present, the temporal is further displaced and must now be 
analyzed in P2+1, as displayed in (66), repeated from (37) above. 
 
(66) [PI P2 P2+1 PM–1 PM ] 
 [awīna māka otākosīhk mīnisihk ē-kī-wāpamisk ]? 
 
In comparison with (63a), then, we must analyze the temporal (or any other 
displaced pragmatic constituent) in two slightly different positions 
depending on whether a P2 element actually occurs. This is not ideal but 
seems justified by the very fact that, unlike many languages where P2 is 
obligatory (e.g. Dutch; cf. Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008:346), it is clearly 
optional in Cree clausal syntax. This is reinforced by the additional examples 
in (67) through (69) which all include P2 elements, and in the examples in 
(70) which illustrate a variety of word order possibilities, as well as the 
optionality of the P2 element. 
 In (67), the resumptive manner particle ēkosi, which is also the 
antecedent for the relative root VTI itēyiht-, occurs in PI, the coordinator 
māka occurs in P2, and the additive-focal pronoun nīsta has therefore been 
relegated to P2+1. 
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(67) ēkosi māka nīsta nititēyihtēn, ... [HP4:83] 
 ēkosi māka nīsta nit- itēyiht -ē -n 
 IPC IPC PR.1s 1 VTI TH 1/2 
 thus but   think.so 1s-0 
 “... and that is also what I think, ...” 
 
Similarly, we can now more firmly analyze (68), repeated from (58) above, 
with nīsta again in P2+1 following the resumptive temporal ēkospīhk in PI and 
the clefting use of the demonstrative anima in P2. 
 
(68) ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē ē-kī-itisahokawiyān. 
 ēkospīhk anima nīsta ēkotē 
 PT IPC PR.1s PL 
 at.that.time FOC  over.there 
 
  ē- kī- itisahw -ikawi -yān 
  IPV IPV VTA XAct 1s 
  CNJ PST send.there (X-)1s 
 “I, too was sent there at the time.” 
 [i.e. “it was at that time that I, too was sent over there.”] 
 
Another example that was dealt with only tentatively above is (69), repeated 
from the earlier (52). Here, we note again the ambiguity of ēkwa which 
could be an inverted coordinator in P2 or simply form part of the temporal 
phrase in PI. In the former case, the quantified resumptive topic kahkiyaw 
ēwako anima must be in P2+1, while in the former interpretation, it would be 
in PI+1. This points to the minimal difference between the two templates in 
(63a) and (66), since the same example might fulfil both. 
 
(69) anohc ēkwa kahkiyaw ēwako anima māci-pīkonikātēw, ... [HP2:65] 
 anohc ēkwa kahkiyaw ēwako anima 
 IPT IPC QNT PR.0s PR.0s 
 today and.now all that that 
 
  māci- pīkonikātē -w 
  IPV VII 0s 
  start be.broken 
 “Today all that is beginning to break down, ...” 
 
The difficulty in disambiguating structures in Cree often stems from the dual 
or multiple function of certain Cree particles and the ambiguity of ēkwa is a 
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perfect example of this. 
 Finally, the examples in (70) are all variations based on an example 
originally given above as (25) and repeated as (70a). In the original example, 
the quantifier tānitahto can stand alone in PI or a noun can accompany the 
quantifier to form a full noun phrase in this position. (70b), repeated from 
(26), shows that the noun phrase can be discontinuous with the noun placed 
in postverbal position (PM+1). The crucial new examples are given in (70c) 
through (70e) with the introduction of the P2 constituent māka. 
 
(70) a) tānitahto (masinahikana) ē-kī-atāwēyan? 
  tānitahto (masinahikan -a) ē- kī- atāwē -yan 
  IPC (NI 0p) IPV IPV VTI3 2s 
  how.many (book     ) CNJ PST buy 
  “How many (books) did you buy?” 
 
 b) tānitahto ē-kī-atāwēyan masinahikana? 
  tānitahto ē- kī- atāwē -yan masinahikan -a 
  IPC IPV IPV VTI3 2s NI 0p 
  how.many CNJ PST buy  book 
  “How many books did you buy?” 
 
 c) tānitahto māka ē-kī-atāwēyan masinahikana? 
  tānitahto māka ē- kī- atāwē -yan masinahikan -a 
  IPC IPC IPV IPV VTI3 2s NI 0p 
  how.many but CNJ PST buy  book 
  “But how many books did you buy?” 
 
 d) tānitahto masinahikana māka ē-kī-atāwēyan? 
  tānitahto masinahikan -a māka ē- kī- atāwē -yan 
  IPC NI 0p IPC IPV IPV VTI3 2s 
  how.many book  but CNJ PST buy 
  “But how many books did you buy?” 
 
 e) tānitahto māka masinahikana ē-kī-atāwēyan? 
  tānitahto māka masinahikan -a ē- kī- atāwē -yan 
  IPC IPC NI 0p IPV IPV VTI3 2s 
  how.many but book  CNJ PST buy 
  “But how many books did you buy?” 
 
(70c) merely modifies (70b) by adding māka in P2. No other change to the 
template occurs, since the noun remains in postverbal position. The 
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examples in (70d) and (70e), though, highlight two distinct possible 
positions for the noun masinahikana. In (70d), a possible, though 
dispreferred structure shows that the entire noun phrase can indeed occur in 
PI, with P2 māka following.96 The final example in (70e) illustrates a 
different kind of discontinuity not evident without the P2 constituent. Here, 
māka intercedes between the quantifier in PI and the noun which must 
therefore be displaced to P2+1. Although the rough translations for the last 
three examples are equivalent, there are subtle differences indicated by the 
word order changes. In (70c), the number of the books is in question, but the 
identity of the quantified noun is not really an issue. (70d) and (70e) are even 
more difficult to distinguish, but the noun is just as much a part of the 
question as the quantity in (70d) when the whole noun phrase precedes 
māka. In (70e), however, the number is being questioned, while the noun 
masinahikana in P2+1, separated from the quantifier as it is, has more of a 
contrastive interpretation. 
 Thus, we are left with the alternation of PI+1 and P2+1 dependent on the 
absence or presence of a P2 element. This in turn leads to the necessity of 
postulating at least two slightly different non-clefting preverbal templates for 
Plains Cree, as displayed in (71). 
 
(71) a) [  PI  PI+1 PI+n PM–n PM–1 PM … ] 
 
 b) [  PI P2 P2+1 P2+n PM–n PM–1 PM … ] 
 
 
In (71a), all positions PI through PI+n can be filled by pragmatically-defined 
constituents, while in (71b), it is positions PI and P2+1 through P2+n which can 
be so filled, while P2 functions to further highlight the constituent in PI. 
 
6.1.3  Preverbal Templates Summarized 
 
 In reaching the templates listed in (71), we have slowly developed them 
through several stages in Chapters 5 and 6 thus far, and not all of the 
previously suggested templates are superceded by (71). In particular, we still 
require the template suggested in (32) above, and repeated here generically 
in (72), to account for clefted structures. 
 
(72) PI  P2   [ PM ] 

                                                        
96 It is dispreferred since it is rare for more than a single word to occur in PI before clausal 

P2, but it does occur. It is phrasal P2 which never permits more than a single word preceding 
it. 
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As noted in section 6.1.1.2, the PM of this template can contain not just a 
verb but an entire subordinate clause. This is demonstrated by the earlier 
example (31), repeated here as (73a), with the subordinate clause isolated in 
(73b). 
 
(73) a) awīnih ānihi otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk kā-kī-wāpamikot? 
  awīnihi anihi otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk 
  PR.3’ PR.3’ IPT NA.3s IPL 
  who that yesterday John Saskatoon 
 
   kā- kī- wāpam -iko -t 
   IPV IPV VTA INV 3s 
   CNJ PST see 3’-3s 
  “Who was it that saw John in Saskatoon yesterday?” 
 
 b) PI P2 [        PM  ] 
  awīnih ānihi  [ PI PI+1 PM–1 PM ] 
    [otākosīhk cāniy mīnisihk kā-kī-wāpamikot ]? 
 
 We can now see that the clause subordinate to a cleft can contain a 
structure identical to the full clausal structure partially represented by the 
template in (71a). That is, the clausal template without a P2 can be embedded 
as the modifier of a clefted constituent. In contrast, examples do not appear 
to be extent which would confirm that the template in (71b) could similarly 
occur in PM of a cleft. Given the role that P2 seems to play in highlighting PI, 
it is perhaps not surprising that P2 should be absent from a clause 
subordinate to a structure in which a P2 already occurs to give prominence to 
PI. The occurrence of another P2 element in the subordinate clause would 
only highlight another PI which would detract from the clefted PI. 
 Thus, we have found three variants of the preverbal clausal template, 
repeated here in (74). 

 
(74) a) Template 1: PI  PI+1 PI+n PM–n PM–1 PM … 
 
 b) Template 2: PI P2 P2+1 P2+n PM–n PM–1 PM … 
 
 c) Template 3: PI P2 [Template 1] 
 
When we expand Template 3 to include Template 1 following the cleft, as in 
(75), we find that Templates 2 and 3 look remarkably similar, especially 
when it is recognized that much of the same pragmatic material is capable of 
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filling PI, PI+1, and P2+1, etc. 
 
(75) Template 3: PI P2 [PI PI+1 PI+n PM–n PM–1 PM …] 
 
In fact, the potential to confuse these structures becomes even greater when 
we recall the discussion in Chapter 5 concerning the multiple uses of 
demonstrative pronouns as both phrasal and clausal P2 elements, and add to 
that the possibility for them to occur as preverbal arguments (which can 
therefore fill PI, PI+1, P2+1, etc.). Given the potential for ambiguity, it is not 
surprising that much about Plains Cree word order has continued to elude 
non-fluent analysts. 
 Following the practice of the preceding chapters (cf. Tables 4.6 and 5.2), 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 display the constituents which most commonly fit the 
positions on the templates, coupled with their Functions. As Table 5.2 has 
already summarized the positions relative to PM, only the positions relative 
to PI and P2 are included here. 

 
 

Table 6.1 
Template 1 Pragmatic Word Order and Function 

 
Options PI PI+1 PI+2 PI+n 

1 

(Focussed) 
Interrogative 

(yes-no or 
content) 

Resumptive 
Topic  

(if displaced 
from PI) 

Temporal 
Setting  

(if displaced 
from PI+1) 

? 

2 

Contrastive 
or 

Resumptive 
Topic 

Temporal 
Setting 

(if displaced 
from PI) 

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if displaced 
from PI+1) 

 

3 

 
Temporal 

Setting 
 

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if displaced 
from PI) 

  

4 

 
Contrastive 

Focus 
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Table 6.2 
Template 2 Pragmatic Word Order and Function 

 
Options PI P2 P2+1 P2+2 

1 

(Focussed) 
Interrogative 

(yes-no or 
content) 

Inverted 
Coordinator 

and 
Subordinator 

Resumptive 
Topic  

(if displaced 
from PI) 

Temporal 
Setting  

(if 
displaced 
from P2+1) 

2 

Contrastive 
or 

Resumptive 
Topic 

 

Temporal 
Setting 

(if displaced 
from PI) 

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if 
displaced 
from P2+1) 

3 

 
Temporal 

Setting 
 

 

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if displaced 
from PI) 

 

4 

 
Contrastive 

Focus  
 

(Focal 
Demonstrative)   

 
 
The presence of the focalizing demonstrative in Table 6.2 is questionable 
since this is the element that allows for clefting, in which case a full clause 
potentially beginning again with PI would follow, but this is not displayed in 
the Tables. The fact that the same demonstratives can function as either 
clausal or phrasal P2 constituents renders disambiguation between these 
structures, outside of native speaker intuition, difficult at best (see section 
5.3.2 and particularly the examples in (140)). 
 
6.1.4  The Clausal Template 
 
 The preverbal templates in (74) can in turn be completed by the inclusion 
of the postverbal template given originally in Table 4.6 in Chapter 4 and 
displayed here slightly expanded as (76).97 
 
(76) … PM+1 PM+n PF–n PF–1 PF 

                                                        
97 This differs from the template of Chapter 4 only in adding an extended expansion of PF 

to PF–n. This was absent earlier because it appears exceptionally rare to require expansion 
beyond PF–1, and is thus included here purely for theoretical reasons. 
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The full clausal templates (T; 1 through 3) for Plains Cree are therefore as 
given in (77). 
 
(77) a) T1: PI  PI+1 PI+n PM–n PM–1 PM PM+1 PM+n PF–n PF–1 PF 
 
 b) T2: PI P2 P2+1 P2+n PM–n PM–1 PM PM+1 PM+n PF–n PF–1 PF 
 
 c) T3: PI P2 [Template 1] 
 
 Similarly, Tables 4.6, 5.2, and 6.1 or 6.2 could now be combined for a 
full treatment of the function and potential constituency of the clausal 
template. Though this will be reserved for the conclusions in section 6.3, we 
can note (with the exception of the optional occurrence of a P2 constituent, 
and therefore a P2 slot), that the three main positions, PI and PM and PF, 
define three distinct areas within the Cree clause as displayed in Figure 6.1. 
 

Figure 6.1 
Clausal Sectors 

 

Sector PI      PM      PF 

Function Pragmatic 
Functions 

Verb, 
Arguments and 

Modifiers 

Pragmatic and 
(Oblique) 
Semantic 
Functions 

 
Both this particular division and the partition of function are reminiscent of 
the word order template that Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008:344)  cite, 
following van Engelenhoven (2004), for the Austronesian language Leti. The 
Leti template is repeated here in (78), while a concomitant form for Plains 
Cree is offered in (79). 
 
(78) Hierarchical Hierarchical 
 
 PI PI+1 PI+2 PM–2 PM–1 PM PM+1 PM+2 PF–2 PF–1 PF 
 
       Configurational 
 

(79) Pragmatic Pragmatic/Semantic 
 
 PI (P2) PI/2+1 PI/2+n PM–n PM–1 PM PM+1 PM+n PF–n PF–1 PF 
 
         Semantic/Morphosyntactic 
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The terms hierarchical and configurational refer, within Functional 
Discourse Grammar, to two different ordering principles based on the 
hierarchical structure of the clause both within and between the distinct 
Interpersonal (pragmatic), Representational (semantic) and Morphosyntactic 
Levels. For the Plains Cree template, the positions appear quite explicitly to 
follow the distinct levels, with pragmatic functions taking precedence for PI 
and PF. Within PI, as we have seen, a variety of Pragmatic Functions (i.e. 
Topic, Focus, and combinations of these with Contrast) are ranked for 
precedence. In PF, semantically-defined and hierarchically preferred 
modifiers such as locatives and temporals occur unless displaced by the 
Pragmatic Function Given Topic or considerations of the weight of 
complement clauses. Within PM, however, we have the predicate and its 
arguments and modifiers when not assigned specific Pragmatic Functions. 
Oblique arguments and modifiers precede the verb in PM, while arguments 
follow. 
 One thing that has been taken for granted throughout the discussion of 
word order is the position of the predicate, the verb, in PM. Given the 
overwhelming amount of data which seems to point to this central position 
for the verb, it is difficult to see what alternative could be suggested. 
However, it is not true that the verb must always occur in PM and we have 
already seen examples of this in the discussion of yes-no questions in section 
6.1.1.1. Thus, examples (3a) and (2), repeated here as (80) and (81) 
respectively must be analyzed as shown.  
 
(80) PI PM 

 otākosīhk cī  kī-takosin? 
 otākosīhk  cī  kī- takosin -Ø 
 IPC Q IPV VAI 3s 
 yesterday  PST arrive 
 “Did s/he arrive yesterday?” 
 
(81) PI PF 

 kī-takosin cī  otākosīhk? 
 kī- takosin -Ø  cī  otākosīhk 
 IPV VAI 3s Q IPT 
 PST arrive   yesterday 
 “Did s/he arrive yesterday?” 
 
In (80), the word order reflects a common pattern with the temporal focussed 
in PI by the encliticization of the phrasal P2 cī and the verb in PM. In (81), 
however, with the verb focussed in PI and the unfocussed temporal in PF, 
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there is no eligible constituent requiring placement in or relative to PM. In 
this case, PM is simply unneeded and absent. Though both of these situations 
seem straightforward, it is less clear what occurs with constituents that 
otherwise occur relative to PM when the verb does not occupy PM. Inclusion 
of an argument, for instance, as in (82) and (83), could still allow for a 
couple of possible interpretations. Assuming that the argument cāniy is not 
being focussed in these examples, we might consider the noun to occupy PM 
in the absence of the verb. This certainly seems reasonable for (82). 
 
(82) PI PM PF 

 kī-takosin cī  cāniy otākosīhk? 
 kī- takosin -Ø  cī cāniy otākosīhk 
 IPV VAI 3s Q NA.3s IPT 
 PST arrive   John yesterday 
 “Did John arrive yesterday?” 
 
(83) PI PI+1 PM 

 kī-takosin cī  otākosīhk  cāniy? 
 kī- takosin -Ø  cī  otākosīhk cāniy 
 IPV VAI 3s Q IPT NA.3s 
 PST arrive   yesterday John 
 “Did John arrive yesterday?” 
 
In (83), the occurrence of cāniy in PM is contingent on our ability to assert 
that the temporal must be in PI+1. This is not necessarily unusual, although it 
is also possible that the argument has been placed in PF as a given topic, in 
which case the temporal could simply be displaced to PF–1. Either 
interpretation is possible and this merely points to the need for considerable 
further research on the focussing (or topicalization) of verbs and the effect 
that this has on Plains Cree clausal word order. 
 
6.2  Extra-Clausal Constituents 
 
 In addition to the clausal template for Cree word order, it is possible, 
indeed quite frequent, to find a variety of constituents associated with a 
clause in pre- or post-clausal position. In the case of pre-clausal position 
(Ppre), a variety of constituent types can be found, all with the function of 
providing an orientation or setting for the following clause or extended 
discourse. Post-clausally, constituents most frequently provide further 
specification of a previously introduced setting or participant, or provide the 
introduction of these as afterthoughts. The following sections will give a 
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survey of some of the major types of extra-clausal constituents as found in 
Plains Cree narrative. 
 
6.2.1 Ppre 
 
 Pre-clausal constituents serve a number of functions in Plains Cree, and 
the two most prominent will be highlighted here. First, and most important, 
are the variety of ways in which the orientation for the following discourse is 
established. Second, and even more common, are the variety of interjections 
used in interaction management and attitude specification (cf. Dik 
1997b:384-387). 
 
6.2.1.1  Orientation 
 
 Discourse orientation can include a number of different kinds of 
information, including temporal and locative settings, and the introduction of 
both topical participants and the overall topic of discourse. Each of these will 
be exemplified below. 
 
6.2.1.1.1  Temporal Setting 
 
 Specification of the temporal setting of the discourse is very commonly 
done by means of a simple temporal particle or temporal phrase preceding 
and prosodically offset from the following clause. In (84), the temporal 
particle kayās “long ago” occurs in pre-clausal position, accompanied solely 
by the conjunction which serves to mark the change in the temporal setting. 
In (85), an entire clause serves to mark the new temporal setting. 
 
(84) māka kayās, iyikohk isko ē-kawikīhkācik, ... [HP2:75] 
 māka kayās iyikohk isko ē- kawikīhkā -cik 
 IPC IPT IPC IPL IPV VAI 3p 
 but long.ago so.much up.to CNJ lie.down.with.age 
 “Long ago, on the other hand, they lived together so long, into their 

old age, ...” 
 
(85) ēkwa kīkisēpā kā-waniskācik, nikī-pēhtawāwak māna kēhtē-ayak; ... 
 [HP3:37-38] 
 ēkwa kīkisēpā kā- waniskā -cik 
 IPC IPT IPV VAI 3p 
 and in.the.morning CNJ arise 
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  ni- kī- pēhtaw -ā -wak māna kēhtē-ay -ak 
  1 IPV VTA DIR 3p IPC NA 3p 
   CNJ hear 1s-3p  usually elder 
 “And in the morning, when they arose, I used to hear the elders; ...” 
 
 Another example of a complex temporal expression which occurs in pre-
clausal position is the conditional clause. In (86), the clause āta kitotatwāwi, 
serves to provide a conditional/temporal setting for what follows. 
 
(86) …, āta kitotatwāwi  tāpiskōc ēkā ē-pēhtāskik; … [HP1:10-11] 
 āta kitot -at -wāw -i tāpiskōc 
 IPC VTA DIR 3p CND IPC 
 although speak.to 2s-3p  when seem 
 
  ēkā ē- pēhtaw -isk -ik 
  IPC IPV VTA INV 3p 
  NEG CNJ hear 3p-2s 
 “…, it is as if they did not hear you when you speak to them; …” 
 
 In some instances, more than one temporal expression can be used in 
sequence, giving more specific temporal information, as in (87). 
 
(87) anohc kā-kīsikāk ēkwa, awāsis kā-wīhtamāht kīkway, 
  ā, nama kīkway ka-tōtam iyikohk ē-kihtimikanēt, ... [HP4:24-27] 
 anohc kā- kīsikā -k ēkwa 
 IPT IPV VII 0s IPT 
 now CNJ be.day  now 
 

  awāsis kā- wīhtamaw -ih -t kīkway 
  NA IPV VTA XAct 3s PR.0s 
  child CNJ tell.to (X-)3s  something 
 
 ā nama kīkway ka- tōt -am -Ø 
 IPC IPC PR.0s IPV VTI1 TH 3s 
 well NEG nothing CNJ do.so 3s-0’ 
 

   iyikohk ē- kihtimikanē -t 
  IPC IPV VAI 3s 
  so.much  be.lazy 
 “Today, when children are told something, well, they are so lazy that 

they will not do anything, ...” 
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 Finally, temporal elements can also occur pre-clausally in conjunction 
with other types of orientation to be surveyed below, including hesitatory 
particles like ā in (87), locative settings, and expressions of discourse topic 
or topical participants. 
 
6.2.1.1.2  Locative Setting 
 
 As with temporal settings, the location can also be specified pre-
clausally, either as a general setting or to establish a location important to the 
following clause-internal state of affairs. In (88), the locative setting is given 
as the opening utterance of a narrative text and establishes the location of the 
story to follow, while the information following the quotative verb provides 
an additional reintroduction (from an earlier text) to the topical participant 
(i.e. the quoted narrator). The sentence which follows this, given in (89), 
begins with the resumptive locative particle ēkota in reference to the pre-
clausal establishment of the locative setting. 

 
(88) “ēkota ōma pēhonānihk,” itwēw, ēwako awa kēyāpic ēwako awa 

kisēyiniw ayi. [HP9:1-2] 
 ēkota ōma pēhonānihk itwē -w 
 PL IPC IPL  VAI 3s 
 there FOC at.Carlton say.so 
 
  ēwako awa kēyāpic ēwako awa kisēyiniw ayi 
  PR.3 PR.3s IPT PR.3 PR.3s NA.3s IPC 
  that this still    that this old.man umm 
 “ ‘It was there at Carlton,’ he said, it was still the same old man 

[Piyēsīs].” 
 
(89) “ēkota nimasinahikēhikawinān kihc-ātāwēwikamikowiyiniwak  ōki,” 

itwēw, ... [HP9:3] 
 ēkota ni- masinahikēh -ikawi -nān 
 PL 1 VTA XAct 1p 
 there   hire (X-)1p 
 
  kihc-ātāwēwikamikowiyiniw -ak ōki 
  NA 3p PR.3p 
  Hudson's.Bay.man  these 
 “ ‘We were hired on by the Hudson's Bay Company there,’ he said, ...” 

 
 Though most locative expressions will contain locative-specific particles 
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or locative-marked nouns, a verbal construction, much like those used for 
temporal settings, can also be used in establishing a location. In (90), the 
location established pre-clausally is immediately important in the following 
clause and again reiterated by the resumptive use of ēkota. In the clause 
following this, given in (91), the location is then repeated once again in 
clause-final position in its more canonical form as a locative noun. 
 
(90) “konita ē-ispacināsik, ēkotē nititohtān, ...” [HP8:66-67] 
 konita ē- ispacināsin -k ēkotē nit- itohtē -n 
 IPC IPV VII 0s PL 1 VAI 1/2 
 merely CNJ be.a.little.hill  over.there  go.to 
 “ ‘So I just went to a little hill, ...’” 
 [lit: “There was just a little hill, I went there.”] 
 
(91) ēkotē nōtihtapinahisinin ispacināsihk,” itwēw. [HP8:68] 
 ēkotē  n- otihtapinahisin- -n ispacinās -ihk 
 PL 1 VAI 1/2 NI LOC 
 over.there  lie.face.down  little.hill on 
 “ ‘There on that little hill I threw myself down, face-down,’ he said.” 
 
In general, temporal settings appear more commonly than locative settings, 
while location is more commonly clause-internal and more variable in 
position. However, as will be evident throughout this work, each position in 
which locatives are found represents a distinct function, such that this 
variability is also by no means indicative of a free word order variation (see 
also Wolvengrey 2007, 2010). 
 
6.2.1.1.3  Topic 
 
 Even more common in pre-clausal position is the establishment of topics 
of two main types. Both overall discourse topics and topical participants 
within the discourse can be introduced pre-clausally. 
 
6.2.1.1.3.1  Discourse Topic 
 
 It can be a fine line between discourse topic and topical argument within 
the discourse, but a discourse topic here refers to a notion, state of affairs, 
etc. which can potentially have numerous sub-topics explored within the 
discourse. This is exemplified at the beginning of the third House People text 
(92) when a resumptive topic pronoun is used to pick up on the previous 
text’s topic of Cree education (92a), and the new sub-topics of childrearing 
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(92b) and teaching (92c) are then introduced. 
 
(92) a) ēwako ōma aya, 
  ēwako ōma aya 
  PR.3s IPC IPC 
  this FOC umm 
  “This, ...” 
 
 b) tāpiskōc awa nēhiyaw ē-kī-is-ōhpikināwasot kayās, [HP3:1] 
  tāpiskōc awa nēhiyaw 
  IPC PR.3s NA.3s 
  for.instance this Cree 
 
   ē- kī- isi- ohpikināwaso -t kayās, 
   IPV IPV IPV VAI 3s IPT 
   CNJ PST thus raise.children  long.ago 
  “..., for instance, is how the Crees raised their children long ago, ...” 
 
 c) ēkwa mīna ē-kī-isi-kiskinahamawācik ōhi otōsk-āyimiwāwa. 
 [HP3:2] 
  ēkwa mīna ē- kī- isi- kiskinahamaw -ā -cik 
  IPC IPC IPV IPV IPV VTA DIR 3p 
  and also CNJ PST thus teach 3p-3’ 
 
   ōhi ot- oski-ayim -iwāw -a 
   PR.3’ 3 NDA 3p 3’ 
   these  young.people 
  “... and also how they taught their young people.” 
 
 Sometimes, however, the discourse topic can be treated as an argument 
and therefore is essentially indistinguishable from a topical participant in all 
but a vague semantic distinction. In (93), a complex noun phrase including a 
relative clause is given as a topic and immediately predicated as the sole 
argument of a VII. 
 
(93) ēkwa anima onēhiyāwiwin kā-kikiskahk, mistahi anima 

ē-itēyihtākwahk. [HP1:26-27] 
 ēkwa anima o- nēhiyāwiwin kā- kikisk -ah -k 
 IPC PR.0 3 NI IPV VTI TH 3s 
 and that  Creeness CNJ wear 3s-0’ 
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  mistahi anima ē- itēyihtākwan -k 
  QNT PR.0s IPV VII 0s 
  a.lot that  be.thought.so 
 “Yet this Creeness that is part of them, it means a lot.” 
 
6.2.1.1.3.2  Topical Participants 
 
 In addition to the overall discourse topic, specific topical participants are 
also frequently established in pre-clausal position. The extended example in 
(94) is the opening of the first text from Stories of the House People. In 
(94a), a resumptive pronoun (ēwako) alone introduces the discourse topic 
(kiskinahamātowin “education”) which had apparently been discussed before 
recording began, while (94b) then begins to introduce the topical participants 
(ōki (nēhiyāsisak) “these (young Cree)”), and (94c) reiterates both more 
fully. It is not until (94d) that a full verbal clause occurs, and these topics are 
not fully integrated into a clausal structure until (94e). 
 
(94) a) ēwako aya, 
  ēwako aya 
  PR.0s IPC 
  this umm 
  [lit: “This, ah, …”] 
 
 b) tāpiskōc ōki anohc, 
  tāpiskōc ōki anohc, 
  IPC PR.3p IPT 
  seems these today 
  [lit: “..., it seems these today, ...”] 
 
 c) namōya tāpiskōc kiskinahamātowin ōki nēhiyāsisak, [HP1:1] 
  namōya tāpiskōc kiskinahamātowin ōki nēhiyāsis -ak 
  IPC IPC NI PR.3p NA 3p 
  NEG seems education these young.Cree 
  [lit: “…, it doesn’t seem education [for] these young Cree, …”] 
  “It is that, for instance, the young Crees of today do not seem to 

want education, ...” 
 
 d) mitoni nitawēyihtamwak nēhiyawak kahkiyaw, [HP1:2] 
  mitoni nitawēyiht -am -wak nēhiyaw -ak kahkiyaw 
  IPC VTI1 TH 3p NA 3p QNT 
  really want 3p-0’  Cree  all 
  “..., all of the Crees really seem to want ...” 
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 e) tāpiskōt otawāsimisiwāwa mōniyāw-kiskēyihtamowin kit-āyāyit.  
 [HP1:3] 
  tāpiskōt ot- awāsimis -iwāw -a 
  IPC 3 NDA 3p 3’ 
  seem  child 
 
   mōniyāw-kiskēyihtamowin kita- ay -ā -yit 
   NI.0’s IPV VTI2 TH 3’ 
   Whiteman’s.knowledge CNJ have 3’-0’ 
  “... their children to have White-Man's knowledge.” 
 
In (94e), otawāsimisiwāwa “their children” is a restatement of the topical 
participant, while the overall discourse topic is narrowed and treated as 
contrastive focus by the further specification inherent in mōniyāw-
kiskēyihtamowin “Whiteman’s knowledge” as a sub-topic of 
kiskinahamātowin. 
 The next example, (95), further illustrating the discourse organizational 
properties of orientations, occurs when one section of a text has just 
concluded and a new section needs to be introduced. The pre-clausal 
specification of the topical participant kiskinahamawākanak, itself 
incorporated and repeated as the second argument of the following clause, 
thus provides both a change to the particular topical argument and signals a 
change of overall topic. Having been specified as a pre-clausal topic, the 
clausal reiteration is in the unmarked postverbal position. 
 
(95) kiskinahamawākanak ōki, nipimohtān māna ē-nitawi-kitotakik 

kiskinahamawākanak, ... [HP2:58-59] 
 kiskinahamawākan -ak ōki ni- pimohtē -n māna 
 NA 3p PR.3p 1 VAI 1/2 IPC 
 student  these  walk  usually 
 
  ē- nitawi- kitot -ak -ik kiskinahamawākan -ak 
  IPV IPV VTA DIR 3p NA 3p 
  CNJ go.to talk.to 1s-3p  student 
 “I often go to speak to the students, ...” 
 
 In contrast to the clause-internal topic, topics in pre-clausal position have 
been referred to as external or outer topics (cf. Aissen 1992, Mühlbauer 
2005). The function of pre-clausal and clause-internal topics, or external and 
internal topics, is very similar. However, external topics need not play an 
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active role within the clause they precede since the clause may only be 
obliquely related to the topical participant. In (96), the clause following the 
pre-clausal establishment of the topic is certainly a comment about that 
topic, though the topic is only present as possessor of the sole argument. 
 
(96) ēkwa ēkonik ōki nēhiyawak, mitoni kī-kanātaniyiw opimātisiwiniwāw, 

mistahi. [HP3:57] 
 ēkwa ēkonik ōki nēhiyaw -ak mitoni 
 IPC PR.3p IPC NA 3p IPC 
 and these FOC Cree      really 
 
  kī- kanātan -iyiw o- pimātisiwin -iwāw mistahi 
  IPV VII 0’s 3 NI.0’s 3p IPC 
  CNJ be.clean   life  a.lot 
 “And the Crees led a really clean life, very clean.” 
 [lit: “And these here Crees, their life was really clean, really!”] 
 
In (97), the first lines of the seventh House People text, the main character is 
introduced, but the first full clauses initially report on a story-telling session 
and then about a group of elders which we only learn subsequently includes 
this main topical participant. 
 
(97) a) ēwako awa nāpēw awa aya, kisēyiniw awa, [HP7:1] 
  ēwako awa nāpēw awa aya kisēyiniw awa 
  PR.3s IPC NA.3s PR.3s IPC NA.3s IPC 
  this FOC man this umm old.man FOC 
  “And it was this man, a certain old man, ...” 
 
 b) āh-ācimonāniwiw, ... [HP7:2] 
  āh- ācimonāniwi -w 
  IPV VII 0s 
  RDPL be.storytelling 
  “..., there were stories being told, ...” 
 
 c) āh-ācimowak ōki kēhtē-ayak, ... [HP7:3] 
  āh- ācimo -wak ōki kēhtē-ay -ak 
  IPV VAI 3p PR.3p NA 3p 
  RDPL tell.stories  these elder 
  “... the elders were telling stories ...” 
 
 The difference between external or pre-clausal topics and internal ones is 
thus in the relationship each has to clausal arguments. An external topic can, 
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but need not, occur as an argument of the clause, while an internal topic 
typically is an argument of its clause. Both types of topic can provide a new 
or reinforced orientation for the following clause or discourse and it is thus 
not surprising that it can sometimes provide analysts difficulty in separating 
topics in pre-clausal or clause-initial position from one another. The same is 
certainly true of temporal adverbials which can also occur in pre-clausal or 
clause-initial position. 
 
6.2.1.2  Attitude Specification and Interaction Management 
 
 The second broad category of pre-clausal constituents to be surveyed here 
includes elements which serve to specify the speaker’s attitude or frame of 
mind at the time of utterance and elements which facilitate the interaction of 
the speaker with his or her intended audience, the addressee. 
 
6.2.1.2.1  Attitudinals 
 
 A wide variety of attitudinal interjections are available in Cree, many of 
which break what is otherwise a very strong prohibition against single-
syllable words in the language. In narrative, the use of attitudinals may be 
somewhat more limited than in everyday conversation, but some are 
nevertheless evident, especially in narratives involving quoted speech. In 
(98) through (100), we can see a variety of interjections expressing simple 
hesitation (98), to surprise (99),  to stronger emotions such as anger or 
excitement (100). 
 
(98) aya, ē-kī-ācimostawit ōtē ohci kihci-mōhkomānināhk -- [HP5:2] 
 aya ē- kī- ācimostaw -it ōtē ohci 
 IPC IPV IPV VTA INV PL IPL 
 uh CNJ PST tell.news.to 3s-1s over.here from 
 
  kihci-mōhkomānināhk 
  IPL 
  United.States        
 “It was told to me [by a man] from the United States --” 
 
(99) “wā, ēkwa nama kīkway ayāw ka-mīcimīhkahcikēsit,” itwēw, ... 
 [HP5:33-34] 
 wā ēkwa nama kīkway ay -ā -w 
 IPC IPC IPC PR.0’s VTI2 TH 3s 
 well now NEG something have 3s-0’ 
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  ka- mīcimīhkahcikēsi -t 
  IPV VAI 3s 
  CNJ use.as.bait 
 “ ‘..., oh, but he had nothing to use as his bait,’ he said, ...” 
 
(100) “ī, nikisiwipayin mitoni,” itwēw, ... [HP8:43] 
 ī ni- kisiwipayi -n mitoni 
 IPC 1 VAI 1/2 IPC 
 look  get.angry  really 
 “ ‘Look, I got really angry,’ he said, ...” 
 
Although the original translation in (100) suggests otherwise, this does 
appear to be a purely attitudinal use of the particle ī. However, it is certainly 
true that some attitudinals can also double as interactional particles, in which 
case they are not purely expressives on the part of the speaker, but intended 
to have an effect on the interaction of speaker and addressee. 
 
6.2.1.2.2  Interactionals 
 
 The most common types of pre-clausal interactionals in Plains Cree 
narrative are summonses and addresses (cf. Dik 1997b:384-385). Both are 
ways of gaining the attention of an addressee or audience, as in (101) where 
a new speaker opens with an attention getting exclamation. 
 
(101) “ēy, kayās nōcokwēsiw kā-wayawī-pakamahosk!” [HP6:88] 
 ēy kayās nōcokwēsiw kā- wayawī- pakamahw -isk 
 IPC IPT NA.3s IPV IPV VTA INV 
 hey long.ago old.woman CNJ outside hit 3s-2s 
 “ ‘Hey, for sure, then, the old lady would throw you out, and with a 

vengeance!’ ” 
 
 As will be seen immediately below, such interjections are often 
accompanied by address forms which will be discussed under the heading of 
the vocative. 
 
6.2.1.2.2.1  Vocative 
 
 As introduced in Chapter 1, the vocative in Plains Cree is evident 
primarily through a special plural suffix, -itik, which distinguishes the 
vocative from a non-vocative noun with regular animate plural suffix -ak. In 
the singular, distinct vocative forms are generally limited to a subset of 
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kinship terms and even these are becoming archaic. Nevertheless, the 
vocative in the singular or plural is also marked by being off-set from the 
clause proper by intonational boundaries. Vocative nouns can occur both 
pre-clausally and post-clausally. Pre-clausal vocatives are used in order to 
obtain or maintain the attention of the addressee(s). As illustrated in (102) 
through (104), pre-clausal vocatives are also frequently accompanied by 
another, preceding, attention-getting interjection. In each case, the 
interjection and vocative are the first quoted utterances of the speaker, both 
preceding and intonationally separate from the following utterance. In (102) 
particularly, the intonation break provides the narrator a chance to insert a 
quotative verb. 
 
(102) “wahwā, nitihkwā!” nititik, “pēyak kīkway, namōya kīkway 

kikī-miyitin, …” [HP5:9-10] 
 wahwā ni- tihkwā nit- it -ik -Ø pēyak kīkway 
 IPC 1 NDA.VOC 1 VTA INV 3s NUM NI.0s 
 well  nephew!  say.so.to 3s-1s  one thing 
 
  namōya kīkway ki- kī- miy -iti -n 
  IPC PR.0s 2 IPV VTA INV 1/2 
  NEG thing  PST give 1s-2s 
 “ ‘Well, my nephew!’ he said to me, ‘one thing, I cannot give you 

anything, …’ ” 
 
(103) ‘ā, nōsisimitik, kiwī-ācimostātināwāw pēyak kīkway ācimowinis, …’  
 [HP6:11] 
 ā n- ōsisim -itik ki- wī- ācimostaw -iti -nāwāw 
 IPC 1 NDA VOC 2 IPV VTA INV 2p 
 well  grandchild   PRSP tell.story.to 1s-2p 
 
  pēyak kīkway ācimowinis 
  NUM NI.0s NI.0s 
  one thing little.story 
 “ ‘Well, my grandchildren, I am going to tell you one little story, …’ ” 
 
(104) ‘ā, nicōskinīkīmis, ēwako ēkwa k-ōtēhtapīwatimomin, …’ [HP8:167] 
 ā nic- oskinīkīmis ēwako ēkwa k- otēhtapīwatimomi -n 
 IPC 1 NDA.VOC PR.3s IPT 2 VTI3 1/2 
 ah  hired.man this now  have.as.a.riding.horse 
 “ ‘Well, my hired man, you will have this one for your saddle-horse 

now,’ … ” 
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 These pre-clausal vocatives will be contrasted in section 6.2.2.2 below 
with post-clausal occurrences which are more common once communication 
has been established. In that case, the speaker no longer needs to gain the 
addressee’s attention, but may use the vocative to maintain attention, or 
simply to express respect or endearment through the use of kinship terms. In 
contrast, as an extension of the pre-clausal Orientation function, pre-clausal 
vocatives serve to establish and confirm the addressee as a speech act 
participant. 
 
6.2.1.3  Ppre Summarized 
 
 The examples used to illustrate pre-clausal position have not only shown 
that a number of different kinds of elements can occur pre-clausally, but that 
Ppre elements can, at least to a limited extent, be stacked. In addition to the 
frequent co-occurrence of summoning particles and vocative nouns, example 
(102) above suggests that these discourse interactional markers are most 
likely to precede orientational elements like topics. This is not surprising as a 
speaker would certainly wish to ensure that the audience was paying 
attention before embarking on any attempt to establish a setting for the 
discourse. 
 Within the class of orientational elements, there is little evidence for a 
consistent ordering of temporals, locatives and topics, and each is introduced 
as required while the changing discourse evolves. Overall, the introduction 
of a discourse topic does tend to precede one or more topical participants, as 
illustrated from the opening of text one in example (102) above. Again, this 
only makes sense from the perspective of establishing an overall topic before 
narrowing in on more specific information. 
 
6.2.2  Ppost 
 
 Post-clausal elements share many formal similarities with the pre-clausal 
ones surveyed above, though the function of placement in Ppost is somewhat 
different. Rather than establishing a new setting or topic, the Ppost position is 
usually used to re-iterate or clarify the reference of clausal constituents or 
add information that has occurred to the speaker only as an afterthought. 
These are primarily the functions cited for the pragmatic function Tail in 
Functional Grammar (Dik 1997b:401-405). Following a survey of the 
various elements serving these Tail functions, this section will be concluded 
with another look at the vocative which can also occur in the post-clausal 
position. 
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6.2.2.1  Clarification/Afterthought 
 
 A large variety of constituents can occur as clarifications and/or 
afterthoughts in post-clausal position and these will each be demonstrated in 
turn. 
 
6.2.2.1.1  Arguments 
 
 Due to the verbal cross-reference system, as described in chapter 2, 
clauses can occur without lexical or even pronominal specification of the 
arguments of the verb. However, this might potentially lead to ambiguity or 
uncertainty on the part of an addressee if the reference of bound pronominals 
on the verb is not sufficiently clear. Thus, arguments of the verb can be 
added as afterthoughts by a speaker upon deciding that reference may need 
clarification or reinforcement.  
 In the lead up to the example given in (105), the identity of the quoted 
speaker had been established in the very first clause of the text. However, 
there had also been a change of discourse topic - in this case, the choice of 
story being quoted - in the intervening narrative, so that when the speaker 
does begin to quote the original storyteller, his identity is reinforced in post-
clausal position. It is interesting to note, that the form this post-clausal 
mention takes, piyēsīs awa, is identical to an identificational structure (i.e. 
“This is Piyēsīs [I’m talking about]”). 
 
(105) “..., nimasinahikēhikawin,” itwēw awa, piyēsīs awa. [HP8:13-14] 
 ni- masinahikēh -ikawi -n itwē -w awa piyēsīs awa 
 1 VTA XAct 1/2 VAI 3s PR.3s NA.3s IPC 
  hire (X-)1s  say.so  this Piyēsīs FOC 
 “ ‘..., and I was hired on,’ this Piyēsīs said.” 
 [lit: ‘ ‘..., and I was hired on,’ this one said, this Piyēsīs.’] 
 
 Similar reiterations of established topics are illustrated in (106) through 
(108). In (106), the hat in question had just been introduced as 
amiskwayānēscocinis “a beaver-pelt hat” in the preceding clause, but is 
reinforced in Ppost. 
 
(106) “mētoni ē-wāpāstēk piyis,” itwēw, “ēwako ōma nicascocinis,” itwēw. 
 [HP8:28] 
 mētoni ē- wāpāstē -k piyis 
 IPC IPV VII 0s IPT 
 really CNJ be.faded  finally 
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  ēwako ōma nic- ascocinis 
  PR.0s IPC 1 NI.0s 
  that FOC  little.hat 
 “ ‘..., finally it was really getting faded,’ he said, ‘that little hat of 

mine,’ he said.” 
 
In (107), the snake (kinēpik) has also been introduced in the preceding 
clause. In this case, the hesitatory particle aya following ana in argument 
position PM+1 may indicate that the noun kinēpik was intended to simply 
occur as part of the post-verbal phrase. However, in placing it in post-clausal 
position instead, the noun again occurs in the identificational or focussed 
structure with the following demonstrative pronoun ana. 
 
(107) ..., “pōti awa ayīkisa k-āti-tahkwamāt ana aya, kinēpik ana,” itwēw. 
 [HP5:40] 
 pōti awa ayīkis -a kā- ati- tahkwam -ā -t 
 IPC PR.3s NA 3’ IPV IPV VTA DIR 3s 
 lo this frog  CNJ PRG bite 3s-3’ 
 
  ana aya kinēpikw ana 
  PR.3s IPC NA.3s IPC 
  that umm snake FOC 
 “..., ‘and this snake had a frog in his mouth,’ he said.” 
 [lit: ‘..., ‘and he had a frog in his mouth, that snake,’ he said.’] 
 
The same structure is found in (108) where the speaker’s uncle (nisis) has 
been introduced in the Ppre position of the immediately preceding clause. In 
this instance, nisis ana is clearly given in Ppost in order to reinforce this new 
topic, but it is perhaps also possible to re-interpret the phrase ēwako ana, 
which precedes it, as Ppost as well. 
 
(108) ēkosi ēkwa nikī-pē-ka-kiyokāk ana ēwako ana, nisis ana, ... [HP5:6] 
 ēkosi ēkwa ni- kī- pē- ka- kiyokaw- -ik -Ø 
 IPC IPT 1 IPV IPV IPV VTA INV 3s 
 So then  PST come RDPL visit 3s-1s 
 
  ana ēwako ana ni- sis ana 
  PR.3s PR.3s IPC 1 NDA.3s IPC 
  that that FOC  uncle FOC 
 “So he had come to visit me, this uncle of mine, ...” 
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 In each of the preceding three examples, the reinforced topical third 
person argument has been the first argument of the verb, either as the sole 
argument of a VII (106), as the first argument of a direct VTA (107), or the 
first argument of an inverse VTA (108). Each has also been very recently 
established as a topical participant, and the reiteration in Ppost aids this. In the 
next example, (109), the topical third person participant (awa kā-nihtā-
nīmihitot “the one who dances well”) is the second argument of a direct 
VTA, and is being reintroduced after a considerable length of time in the 
narrative - a total of 24 clauses. 
 
(109) “māka ē-nitawi-mawinēhwāyāhk ēwako awa,” itwēw, 
   “awa kā-nihtā-nīmihitot,” itwēw. [HP9:37-38] 
 māka ē- nitawi- mawinēhw -ā -yāhk ēwako awa 
 IPC IPV IPV VTA DIR 1p PR.3s PR.3s 
 but CNJ go challenge 1p-3s  that this 
 
  awa kā- nihtā- nīmihito -t 
  PR.3s IPV IPV VAI 3s 
  this CNJ well dance 
 “ ‘Of course we were going to challenge this one,’ he said, 
  ‘this good dancer,’ he said.” 
 
Thus, Ppost can be used to reinforce new topics or fully renew previously 
introduced ones. 
 Another use of the post-clausal position is to narrow or simply further 
specify the intended referent. Examples (110) through (111) contain post-
clausal further specifications of more general referents found in the clause. 
In (110), ayānis “clothing” is one item suggested among all things in general 
which are so expensive nowadays. 
 
(110) iyikohk kīkway iyikohk ē-itakihtēk ēkwa anohc, ayānis, nanātohk 

kīkway. [HP4:151] 
 iyikohk kīkway iyikohk ē- itakihtē -k ēkwa anohc 
 QNT PR.0s QNT IPV VII 0s IPT IPT 
 so.much something so.much CNJ cost.so  now today 
 
  ayānis nanātohk kīkway 
  NI.0s QNT NI.0s 
  clothing all.kinds thing(s) 
 “..., so expensive is everything today, clothes, everything.” 
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In (111), the referents are marked clausally only by the 1p suffix on the verb, 
but nīci-kisēyiniw “my fellow old man” is offered post-clausally to clarify 
who exactly is being included with the speaker in the first person plural 
exclusive. 
 
(111)  ōma iyikohk kā-pē-isi-wāpahtamāhk ōma ōta, nīci-kisēyiniw awa, ... 
 [HP6:3] 
 ōma iyikohk kā- pē- isi- wāpaht -am -āhk ōma ōta 
 PR.0s QNT IPV IPV IPV VTI1 TH 1p IPC PL 
 this so.much CNJ come thus see 1p-0  this here 
 
  n- īci-kisēyiniw awa 
  1 NDA.3s IPC 
   fellow.old.man FOC 
 “..., that both of us old men have seen [this day], ...” 
 [lit: “..., that we have thus come to see [the day], my fellow old man 

[and I]”] 
 
Finally, the universal quantifier kahkiyaw kīkway “everything” in (112) is 
narrowed post-clausally to some particular and most extreme instances of 
what has been stolen from the Cree, namely kipīkiskwēwininaw “our 
language” and kitisīhtwāwininaw “our culture”. 
 
(112) kahkiyaw kīkway ē-pē-maskamikoyahk, kipīkiskwēwininaw wāwāc, 
  ēkwa mīna kitisīhtwāwininaw. [HP2:9] 
 kahkiyaw kīkway ē- pē- maskam -iko -yahk 
 QNT NI.0p IPV IPV VTA INV 21 
 all things CNJ come steal.from 3s-21 
 
 ki- pīkiskwēwin -inaw wāwāc ēkwa mīna kit- isīhtwāwin -inaw 
 2 NI.0’s 21 IPC IPC IPC 2 NI.0’s 21 
  speech  even and also  culture 
 “..., [the Whiteman] robbing us of everything, even our language and 

also our culture.” 
 
 It is even possible for post-clausal arguments to provide further 
specification of information which would otherwise remain non-referentially 
implicit in the clausal verb. In (113), we are told that the topical participant 
has a new wife, but this is coded in the VAI stem oskiskwēwē- “have a new 
wife, have a young wife” such that the wife herself is non-referential. Post-
clausally, however, we are told unambiguously that this is indeed mitoni 
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oskinīkiskwēwa “a very young woman”, and not merely a new relationship. 
 
(113)   “ē-oskiskwēwēt,” nititāw,  “mitoni oskinīkiskwēwa,” nititāw. 
 [HP6:20-23] 
 ē- oskiskwēwē -t nit- it -ā -w 
 IPV VAI 3s 1 VTA DIR 3s 
 CNJ have.new.wife   say.so.to 1s-3s 
 
  mitoni oskinīkiskwēw -a nit- it -ā -w 
  IPC NA  3’ 1 VTA DIR 3s 
  really young.woman   say.so.to 1s-3s 
 “ ‘He had a new wife,’ I said to them, ‘a very young woman,’ I said to them.” 
 
One further example of this type is found in (114) where the VAI stem 
pīkocin- “be torn by slivers” implies what has happened, but the post-clausal 
specification of akwāminakasiyak “thorns”, itself certainly not an argument 
of the original intransitive verb, makes it explicit as to the source of the 
speaker’s discomfort. 
 
(114) “wahwā nipīkocinin nimaskisinisa ōhi,” itwēw. “akwāminakasiyak,” 

itwēw, ... [HP8:37-38] 
 wahwā ni- pīkocin -n ni- maskisinis -a ōhi 
 IPC 1 VAI 1/2 1 NI 0p IPC 
 oh.my  be.torn.by.slivers   moccasin  FOC 
 
  akwāminakasiy -ak 
  NA 3p 
  thorn 
 “ ‘Oh my, I got many slivers through my moccasins,’ he said.  

‘Thorns,’ he said, ...” 
 
 In many of the preceding examples, due to the nature of the texts, 
quotative verbs intervene between the clause and the post-clausal 
constituent. This is not a necessary criterion, of course, but it does reinforce 
the notion that these are afterthoughts separated from the clause itself. 
 
6.2.2.1.2  Locatives 
 
 Another constituent that quite commonly occurs in post-clausal position 
is the locative. For the most part, these are further specifications of a locative 
which occurs within the immediately preceding clause, often in PF. This is 
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the case in (115) and (116) where the Ppost element merely restates the PF 
locative. 
 
(115) ē-kī-osīhtamāsot kahkiyaw kīkway opimācihowinihk isi, 

opimohtēhonihk isi. [HP2:32] 
 ē- kī- osīhtamāso -t kahkiyaw kīkway 
 IPV IPV VAI 3s QNT NI.0p 
 CNJ PST make.for.self  all thing(s) 
 
  o- pimācihowin -ihk isi o- pimohtēhon -ihk isi 
  3 NI LOC IPL 3 NI LOC IPL 
   way.of.life  to  journey  to 
 “They made everything themselves for their livelihood, for their life. 
 
(116) tāpwē piko ē-kī-isi-pimātisit anima askīhk, okāwīmāwaskīhk; ... 
 [HP4:60] 
 tāpwē piko ē- kī- isi- pimātisi -t anima 
 IPC IPC IPV IPV IPV VAI 3s IPC 
 truly only CNJ PST thus live  FOC 
 
  askiy -ihk okāwīmāwaskiy -ihk 
  NI LOC NI LOC 
  land  mother.earth 
 “They truly lived off the land, mother earth; ...” 
 
 In (117), however, the complex locative expression provided in Ppost gives 
information on the status of the speaker’s eye (niskīsik) which is only 
implied by the verb. No locative element is present in the clause itself, and it 
is perhaps the complexity of the locative which relegates it to post-clausal 
rather than clause-final position. 
 
(117) “kwayakopayin ōma niskīsik,” itwēw, “mitoni ākwāc ōta naniwāhk 

ōta,” itwēw, ... [HP:10:61-62] 
 kwayakopayin -Ø ōma ni- skīsikw 
 VII 0s PR.0s 1 NI.0s 
 fall.out  this  eye 
 

  mitoni ākwāc ōta n- aniway -ihk ōta 
  IPC IPL PL 1 NDI LOC PL 
  really way.down here  cheek  here 
 “ ‘My eye fell out,’ he said, ‘it was hanging way down my cheek 

here,’ he said, ...” 
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 Finally, in at least one example, a locative co-occurs with a topical 
participant in Ppost as a way of providing more information about the topic. 
 
(118) awa wīsta ē-na-nitohtawāt ōhi, sakāhk ōtē ohci awa nāpēw.  
 [HP7:8-9] 
 awa wīsta ē- na- nitohtaw -ā -t ōhi 
 PR.3s PR.3s IPV IPV VTA DIR 3s PR.3’ 
 this  CNJ RDPL listen.to 3s-3’  those 
 
  sakāw- -ihk ōtē ohci awa nāpēw 
  NI LOC PL IPL PR.3s NA3.s 
  bush  over.here from this man 
 “He too was listening to them, he was from the bush-country [the 

North].” 
 
 
6.2.2.1.3  Temporals 
 
 Considerably less common than locatives in Ppost are expressions of time. 
This is likely due to a number of factors, including the greater frequency that 
locatives have as clausal arguments or obliques, and the greater prominence 
that temporal settings have in Plains Cree discourse. It is much more likely 
for temporal settings to be established clause-externally in Ppre or clause-
internally in PI. Of the few examples in the House People texts that might be 
interpreted as Ppost temporals, alternative analyses can also be suggested. 
 In (119), the temporal kā-nīsosimohk “when there is jigging” takes the 
form of a relative clause, and is merely a restatement of the preceding 
temporal clause. This follows the pattern established for both topical 
arguments and locatives, but it could also be seen as a further specification 
of the kind of activity involved (i.e. “jigging” as a specific kind of 
“dancing”) and it was this interpretation which informed the original 
translation. 
 
(119) “ā kētahtawē ēkwa kā-nīmihitohk, kā-nīsosimohk ōma,” itwēw, ... 
 [HP10:48-49] 
 ā kētahtawē ēkwa kā- nīmihito -hk 
 IPC IPT IPT IPV VAI  XAct 
 well suddenly then CNJ dance 
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  kā- nīsosimo -hk ōma 
  IPC VAI XAct IPC 
  CNJ jig  FOC 
 “ ‘Well, when the dancing, rather the jigging started,’ he said, ...” 
 [lit: “ ‘Well, then the dancing started, it was (where there was) jigging,’ ...”] 
 
 An additional example in (120) appears to have both a further 
specification of a locative, and then a temporal setting as Ppost constituents. 
Despite the presence of the verb itohtē- “go there” forcing an interpretation 
of a clause preceding these constituents, it is also possible that these could be 
interpreted as first a locative and then a temporal setting in Ppre position as 
introduction of the entire text. 
 
(120) ōtē nikī-itohtān ōtē aya, Thompson, Manitoba, kayāsēs,  
  nānitaw nīsw-āskiy nistw-āskiy, nīsw-āskiy. [HP10:1-2] 
 ōtē ni- kī- itohtē -n ōtē aya Thompson,  MB, 
 PL 1 IPV VAI 1/2 PL IPC LOC 
 over.here  PST go.there  over.here umm T., M. 
 
  kayāsēs nānitaw nīsw-āskiy nistw-āskiy nīsw-āskiy 
  IPT IPT IPT IPT IPT  
  quite.a.while around two.years three.years two.years 
 “I went to Thompson, Manitoba, a while ago, about two or three years 

ago, two years ago.” 
 
Although it is possible under the right circumstances to restate or reinforce 
temporal settings in post-clausal position, this does not appear to be a 
common feature of Plains Cree discourse, or at least of the texts used in the 
current survey. 
 
6.2.2.1.4  Other Modification and Emphasis 
 
 It is also possible to restate or emphasize a variety of additional clausal 
constituents or modifiers by placement in post-clausal position. Most 
commonly, the element in question occurs within the clause and is repeated 
or restated post-clausally for emphasis. This is the case for the manner 
adverbial ēkosi isi “in this way” in (121), which has first occurred in PI of the 
preceding clause in (121a), then, in (121b), in both clause-final position and 
in Ppost accompanying a restatement of the oblique argument kīkway. 
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(121) a) ..., ēkosi isi ē-wīhtamawicik kīkway ... [HP10:133] 
  “..., they tell me things like that ...” 
 
 b) ... ēkwa ē-pīkiskwāsicik kīkway ēkosi isi, nanātohk kīkway ēkosi 

isi, ... [HP10:134-135] 
  ēkwa ē- pīkiskwāt -it -ik kīkway ēkosi isi 
  IPC IPV VTA INV 3p NI.0p IPC IPC 
  and CNJ speak.to 3p-1s  thing so thus 
  
   nanātohk kīkway ēkosi isi 
   QNT NI.0p IPC IPC 
   all.kinds thing so thus 
  “...and speak to me about things like that, all kinds of things like 

that, ...” 
 
 A similar example occurs in (122). Here, the manner adverb pēyakwan 
“same” has been first introduced (122a) in the preceding clause, and then 
reinforced post-clausally in (122b) in reduplicated form emphasizing the 
distributive nature of the modification. 
 
(122) a) “... -- pēyakwan pāskac ē-isīhocik mīna,” nititāw; ... [HP6:51-52] 
  “ ‘... -- these two were even dressed the same,’ I said to them; ...” 
 
 b) “ā,  mitoni ē-miywāsiniyiki oskotākāwāwa, pāh-pēyakwan mīna -- ...” 
 [HP6:51-52] 
  ā mitoni ē- miywāsin -iyiki o- skotākay -iwāw -a 
  IPC IPC IPV VII 0’p 3s NDI 3p 0p 
  well really CNJ be.good   coat 
 
   pāh- pēyakwan mīna 
   IPP IPC IPC 
   RDPL same also 
  “ ‘Well, their coats were really nice, and they were both exactly the 

same -- ...’” 
 
 Yet another example of this type is (123) where the verbal intensifier 
mitoni is in PM–1 within the clause, and reinforced with another intensifier 
mistahi added post-clausally. 
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(123) ..., mitoni kī-kanātaniyiw opimātisiwiniwāw, mistahi. [HP3:57] 
 mitoni kī- kanātan -iyiw o- pimātisiwin -iwāw mistahi 
 IPC IPV VII 0’s 3 NI 3p IPC 
 really PST be.clean   life  a.lot 
 “[And the Crees] led a really clean life, very clean.” 
 
 It is also possible, in the absence of any such modifier clause-internally, 
to add such an intensifier post-clausally as an emphatic device. In (124), the 
emphatic mitoni oti “really!” follows another post-clausal element, the 
restated argument nīci-kisēyiniw “my fellow old man”. 
 
(124) “..., ē-kī-kisiwāhit pēyak kisēyiniw, nīci-kisēyiniw, mitoni oti,” ... 
 [HP6:7] 
 ē- kī- kisiwāh -it pēyak kisēyiniw 
 IPV IPV VTA INV NUM NA.3s 
 CNJ PST anger 3s-1s one old.man 
 
  n- īci-kisēyiniw mitoni oti 
  1 NDA.3s IPC IPC 
   fellow.old.man really ! 
 “..., one old man got me angry, an old man just like me, very angry, ...” 
 
 Finally, the example in (125) includes a simple exclamation in post-
clausal position. This interjection is of the type discussed for pre-clausal 
position in section 6.2.1.2 above, functioning to express the speaker’s 
attitude, add emphasis to the utterance, and manage the overall discourse. 
The use of ī in post-clausal position accomplishes all of these things, 
bringing a section of the narrative to a conclusion and marking the boundary 
between one section and the next. 
 
(125) kēkāt nīstanaw kī-otihtam ēwako ana kisēyiniw, ī! [HP10:129] 
 kēkāt nīstanaw kī- otiht -am -Ø 
 IPC NUM IPV VTI1 TH 3s 
 almost twenty PST reach 3s-0’ 
 
  ēwako ana kisēyiniw ī 
  PR.3s PR.3s NA.3s IPC 
  that that old.man hey 
 “..., and he had almost reached [a hundred and] twenty, this old man, 

behold!” 
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In pre-clausal position, an interjection of this type was found to function in 
opening the discourse and preceding other pre-clausal and clausal 
constituents, often in conjunction with the vocative. 
 
6.2.2.2  Vocative 
 
 As shown earlier, vocatives in pre-clausal position are used to gain the 
attention of an addressee, or confirm the addressee as a speech act 
participant. In contrast, when the vocative occurs post-clausally, the 
establishment of speech act participation has already been accomplished. 
Though post-clausal vocatives may still serve to confirm or maintain the 
addressee’s attention, it seems more likely to simply express respect or 
endearment toward the addressee through the use of appropriate terms of 
kinship or social relationship. In the following two examples, a kinship term 
is used in post-clausal position, though the speech act participants have been 
active for some time. 
 
(126) “ā, ēkosi ani ē-kitimahoyin, nimosōm!” [HP6:75] 
 ā ēkosi ani ē- kitimaho -yin ni- mosōm 
 IPC IPC IPC IPV VAI 2s 1 NDA.VOC 
 well so !  be.rough.on.self   grandfather 
 “ ‘Well, in that case you will be in rough shape, grandfather!’ ” 
 
(127) … ‘ēkospī ōma ohci kēyāpic, nōsisim,’ itwēw, … [HP10:115] 
 ēkospī ōma ohci kēyāpic n- ōsisim itwē -w 
 PT IPC IPT IPT 1 NDA.VOC VAI 3s 
 at.that.time ! from still  grandchild say.so 
 “ … ‘and from that point on and to this day, my grandchild,’ he said 

[to me], …” 
 
 In other instances, the vocative may be extra-clausal, following the first 
part of an utterance but preceding the continuation. 
 
(128) ‘tānisi, nimosōm!  kiwīsakēyihtēn cī?’ [HP6:79-80] 
 tānisi ni- mosōm ki- wīsakēyiht -ē -n cī 
 IPC 1 NDA.VOC 2 VTI1 TH 1/2 Q 
 how  grandfather  feel.pain.from 2s-0 
 “ ‘How is it, grandfather! Does it hurt?’ ” 
 
This again most likely serves the attention-confirming function as well as 
expressing respect, but may also be an early afterthought in the sense that 
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perhaps attention-getting was also required, or perceived somewhat belatedly 
to be necessary. In this case, the vocative serves both pre-clausal and post-
clausal functions. 
 
6.2.2.3  Ppost Summarized 
 
 We have seen a range of constituents which can occur post-clausally, and 
topics, locatives and temporals in particular mirror their pre-clausal 
appearance. The difference between pre- and post-clausal position for these 
constituents is in their respective functions. Post-clausal position is not 
typically used to establish these as orientations so much as reiterate and 
reinforce given topics or provide further specification of elements which the 
speaker judges not sufficiently clear. Vocatives can similarly occur before or 
after the clause proper, again with subtle differences of function. Post-
clausal vocatives are usually used not to gain the attention of an addressee, 
but to maintain the interaction or simply to show deference or affection 
through the use of kinship terms. 
 One constituent type that is found post-clausally, but rarely if ever occurs 
pre-clausally, is the range of verbal modifiers or emphasizing degree 
adverbials. This is only natural, since such modification can be expected to 
take place within the clause (PM–1; see Chapter 5), or as extra reinforcement 
after the clause, but not pre-clausally relatively too distant from the 
establishment of what is to be emphasized. 
 Although data pertaining to the possibility of stacking two or more 
different constituents is fairly scarce, it does appear possible. In the few 
examples we have seen, the constituent immediately following the clause 
provides reiteration of a clausal constituent (e.g. locative; topic) while a 
second post-clausal constituent provides additional information or emphasis 
as an afterthought (e.g. temporal; degree). One area in which data is clearly 
lacking is the ability to stack vocatives with other constituents. Moutaouakil 
(1989:151) finds that Arabic vocatives can occur before another pre-clausal 
constituent or after another post-clausal constituent. The limited data on 
vocatives and other interactionals that we have seen here suggests that this 
may be true of Cree vocatives pre-clausally, but the data consulted simply 
does not allow for any conclusions in post-clausal position. 
 
6.3  Plains Cree Word Order Templates Summarized 
 
 In the preceding sections and chapters we have completed a variety of 
clausal templates for Plains Cree, and we have also surveyed a variety of 
constituents capable of occurring either pre- or post-clausally or both. In the 
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case of extra-clausal constituents, although not yet made explicit, we are also 
working with a word order template as illustrated in (129). To the pre-clausal 
(Ppre) and post-clausal (Ppost) constituents, we add the clause (Pcentre) itself to 
which the extra-clausal constituents are oriented (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 
2008:312). 
 
(129)  Ppre | Pcentre | Ppost 

 
Section 6.2 established the typical functions of extra-clausal constituents and 
these are schematized in Table 6.3 on the following page. This does not fully 
indicate the limited amount of information we have gleaned on the stacking 
of extra-clausal constituents, but the earlier that elements appear in the table, 
the more likely they are to occur closer to the clause proper. 
 As for the clause itself, represented by Pcentre in the above schema and 
table, Figure 6.1 in section 6.1.4 had earlier divided the clause into three 
main areas oriented to the three most important clausal positions: PI, PM and 
PF. Rather than attempting to try and cram too much information into a 
single clausal chart, one table will be offered for each of these three sections 
of the clause. 
 
 

Table 6.3 
Extra-Clausal Constituents and Functions 

 
 Ppre Pcentre Ppost 

Function 1 Orientation “the Clause” Specification/ 
Afterthought 

Temporal Setting Topical Participants 
Locative Setting Locative Setting 
Discourse Topic Temporal Setting Constituents 

Topical Participants 

see Tables 6.4 
through 6.6 

Emphatics 

Function 2 Interactional 
Management  Interactional 

Management 
Interactionals (Interactionals) Constituents Vocative  Vocatives 

Function 3 Attitude 
Specification   

Constituents Attitudinals   
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 The last section of Chapter 5 and first half of the current chapter were 
devoted to investigating the constituency of clause-initial position (PI) and 
positions which depend on it such as PI+1 or P2, P2+1, etc. These were already 
summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and it is essentially the latter that is 
repeated here, though indicating the apparent optionality of P2. 
 

Table 6.4 
PI Constituents and Functions 

 
PI (P2) PI+1 / P2+1 PI+2 / P2+2 

(Focussed) 
Interrogative 

(yes-no or 
content) 

Inverted 
Coordinator 

and 
Subordinator 

Resumptive 
Topic  

(if displaced from 
PI (and P2)) 

Temporal Setting  
(if displaced from 

PI+1/P2+1) 

Contrastive or 
Resumptive 

Topic 
 

Temporal Setting 
(if displaced from 

PI(and P2)) 

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if displaced from 
PI+1/P2+1) 

Temporal 
Setting  

Contrastive 
Focus 

(if displaced from 
PI(and P2)) 

 

Contrastive 
Focus  

(Focal 
Demonstrative)   

 
 
This does not truly convey the complex interaction of Pragmatic Functions 
which can occupy the positions in question. All elements listed under PI can 
be followed by either a P2 element or none at all. If a focalizing 
demonstrative occurs to create a cleft structure with any of the PI elements, 
however, no further expansions from P2 are possible since the complement to 
the cleft will occur in PM. The table does, however, suggest the observed 
order for precedence of placement in PI of Topic, then Temporal and then 
Contrastive Focus. Finally, while Topics are generally restricted to 
arguments, Focus can be filled by a great many distinct clausal constituents 
including the verb. 
 Normally, however, the verb is the clausal pivot placed in medial 
position, PM, and surrounded by whichever of its arguments and modifiers 
have not been placed elsewhere due to pragmatic considerations. This is 
illustrated in Table 6.5, which combines elements of preverbal positions 
investigated in Chapter 5 (see table 5.2) and postverbal positions 
investigated in Chapter 4 (see Table 4.6). 
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Table 6.5 
PM Constituents and Functions 

 
PM–2 PM–1 PM PM+1 PM+2 

Verbal 
Modifier 

(if displaced 
from PM–1) 

Oblique 
Argument 
(if present) 

Verb Argument 
(if present) 

Argument 
(if displaced 
from PM+1) 

 
Verbal 

Modifier 
(if present) 

(?Argument?) Argument 
(if present)  

 
The verb can be preceded by oblique arguments and verbal modifiers with 
the obliques taking precedence for PM–1. Following in PM+1 will be a core 
argument of the verb, if any. The data was not conclusive, but there is the 
possibility that, in the unlikely event that two or more arguments are 
lexicalized post-verbally, the sequence would run V A1 A2 A3. In other 
words, the first argument might well take precedence for PM+1 over other 
arguments, while A2 appears to take precedence over A3. 
 Finally, we can revisit the findings for clause-final position from section 
4.4 of Chapter 4. Table 6.6 illustrates the precedence conditions, as far as 
these have been determined, but also the unmarked case in which certain 
modifiers of the verb, particularly locatives or temporals, occur in PF. In a 
way, this is the most heterogenous position, since we can have pragmatic, 
semantic, and syntactic factors all playing a part in the choice of the PF 
element. 
 

Table 6.6 
PF Constituents and Functions 

 
PF–2 PF–1 PF 

Modifier 
(if displaced 
from PF–1) 

Modifier 
(if displaced 

from PF) 

Resumptive/ 
Respecified Topic  

(if present) 

 
Modifier 

(if displaced 
from PF) 

Complement Clause 
(if present) 

  

Modifier  
(if present) 

- possible preference 
to Locatives 
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While both resumptive or respecified topics and complement clauses appear 
to take precedence over modifiers, the data examined did not allow for a 
clear ranking between topics and complement clauses. It is certainly possible 
that morphosyntactic weight, as per Dik’s (1978) “language-independent 
preferred order of constituents” or LIPOC principle, would dictate that a 
complement clause would take precedence for PF, and this would entail an 
alteration to the table above. However, further data must be consulted, and it 
may simply be exceedingly rare for both constituent types to co-occur. For 
now, we have completed the current investigation of clausal and extra-
clausal constituent order in Plains Cree. 
 




